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While the area of face recognition has been extensively studied in recent
years, it remains a largely open problem, despite what movie and television
studios would leave you to believe. Frontal, still face recognition research has
seen a lot of success in recent years from many different researchers. However,
the accuracy of such systems can be greatly diminished in cases such as in-
creasing the variability of the database, occluding the face, and varying the
illumination of the face. Further varying the pose of the face (yaw, pitch, and
roll) and the face expression (smile, frown, etc.) adds even more complexity to
the face recognition task, such as in the case of face recognition from video. In
a more realistic video surveillance setting, a face recognition system should be
robust to scale, pose, resolution, and occlusion as well as successfully track the
face between frames. Also, a more advanced face recognition system should be
able to improve the face recognition result by utilizing the information present
in multiple video cameras.
viii
We approach the problem of face recognition from video in the following
manner. We assume that the training data for the system consists of only
still image data, such as passport photos or mugshots in a real-world system.
We then transform the problem of face recognition from video to a still face
recognition problem. Our research focuses on solutions to detecting, tracking
and extracting face information from video frames so that they may be utilized
effectively in a still face recognition system.
We have developed four novel methods that assist in face recognition
from video and multiple cameras. The first uses a patch-based method to han-
dle the face recognition task when only patches, or parts, of the face are seen
in a video, such as when occlusion of the face happens often. The second uses
multiple cameras to fuse the recognition results of multiple cameras to improve
the recognition accuracy. In the third solution, we utilize multiple overlapping
video cameras to improve the face tracking result which thus improves the face
recognition accuracy of the system. We additionally implement a methodology
to detect and handle occlusion so that unwanted information is not used in
the tracking algorithm. Finally, we introduce the average-half-face, which is
shown to improve the results of still face recognition by utilizing the symmetry
of the face. In one attempt to understand the use of the average-half-face in
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If you are a fan of science fiction, chances are you have seen the televi-
sion show “Knight Rider” or movies such as the James Bond movie “Quantum
of Solace” or “Mission Impossible”. In these popular shows and others, face
recognition appears as a completely solved technology that can be used with
extremely high accuracy to identify “the bad guy”. However, the notion that
face recognition is solved, especially from realistic video, is greatly exagger-
ated.
Face recognition is an important area of computer vision research and
has gained significant interest in recent years. Efforts in improving security,
such as automatic surveillance and the use of biometrics in identification, are
partly responsible for this increased interest. However, several challenges re-
main in improving the accuracy of face recognition under illumination changes,
variations in pose, occlusions (including self-occlusion), and image resolu-
tion. Many face recognition algorithms have been developed and each has
its strengths and weaknesses.
Research into face recognition is decidedly multidisciplinary in its ap-
proach and its applications. Researchers from the fields of Psychology, Neu-
1
roscience, Computer Science, Image and Video Processing, Machine Learning,
Data Mining, Applied Mathematics, and others have all made significant con-
tributions to our understanding of face recognition as it relates to human
ability as well as automatic face recognition from machines. In the field of
computer vision, we are mostly concerned with improving the ability of ma-
chines to automatically recognize human faces using visual data.
1.1 Face Recognition from Still Faces and Video
There are two main types of visual data sources used in face recog-
nition. The most familiar is that of still (not moving), mostly frontal faces.
Many databases containing still faces have been built and released to the face
recognition community for use in research. Countless algorithms have been
implemented and evaluated on this data and significant increases in accuracy
have been achieved. We build upon and utilize these advances in the research
discussed in this dissertation. More recently, the visual data source of video
has been of interest to face recognition researchers. Video face data can be
thought of as a sequence of still face images. Therefore, still face recognition
methods can be applied to video face data. The interest in video face data
is mostly due to the wide availability of inexpensive and high quality video
cameras, such as webcams, hand-held video cameras, and surveillance video
cameras. These two types of visual data for face recognition will be discussed
in greater detail below.
2
1.1.1 Still Face Recognition
As previously mentioned, still face recognition is the most common type
of face recognition research. The data usually consists of a mostly frontal face
image, such as that found in Figure 1.1, which is from the popular Yale Face
database [1].
Face recognition of still faces generally involves a process such as that
depicted in Figure 1.2. Given a particular database used for the face recogni-
tion task, the images are first preprocessed. Then, features are extracted from
the image and stored in a ‘feature vector’, which describe the content of the
face in the image used for recognition. Then the test images in the database
are classified based on their feature vectors to the most likely candidate in
the training set. Finally, the overall performance of the face recognition algo-
rithm is evaluated using several standard methods so that comparisons can be
made between different face recognition methods. Each of these blocks will be
explained in further detail in Chapter 2.
1.1.2 Face Recognition from Video
Recognizing faces from video may be much more challenging than rec-
ognizing faces from still face images. Several challenges are imposed when
trying to recognize faces from video, such as image resolution, motion blur,
varying illumination, and nonfrontal poses of the face. Three images from an
example surveillance video containing a face with the previously mentioned
challenges appear in Figure 1.3. In the left column of the figure, the example
3
Figure 1.1: Example Still Face Image from the Yale Face database
Figure 1.2: Overview of Face Recognition From Still Face Data
4
frames are shown. In the right column of the figure, the face detection results
of each of the frames is shown. On off-the-shelf face detector (such as that
found in OpenCV [11]) has difficulty even detecting the face in the third frame
because of the face pose and the motion blur.
Because there are a greater number of challenges to confront in a face
recognition from video problem, the approach to the solution is more complex.
Figure 1.4 gives an overview of the way we approach the face recognition
from video problem. We consider the problem of face recognition from still
face images as a subproblem of face recognition from video. By doing so, we
can utilize the extensive research that has been done in face recognition from
still face images in our research. Therefore, the bottom row of Figure 1.4 is
essentially the same as that of Figure 1.2. The major difference is that we
must process the video data to detect the face in the image sequence, track
the face throughout the image sequence and finally extract meaningful face
texture that can be used in the still face recognition process.
1.2 Problem Statement
We consider the problem of face recognition from video in the following
context. First, we assume that the training data comes from very few examples
of still face data for each of the individuals that we wish to recognize. Prac-
tical examples of such data would be driver’s license photos, passport photos,
mugshots, etc. We limit ourselves to this type of training data because it is the
most common type of face data that is readily available to security personnel.
5
Figure 1.3: Three sample frames from example surveillance video (left column)
and the face detection result of each frame (right column)
That is not to say that our framework could not be used on video face training
data, but additional work would be needed to extract the training face data
from the video.
6
Figure 1.4: Overview of Face Recognition From a Single Video
7
Second, since the training data of the overall face recognition algorithm
is that of still face data, we must transform the face video data to still face
data. The heart of our research lies in this task and it involves accurate face
detection, face tracking and face texture extraction. If we are able to extract
meaningful texture from each frame of the video, then we are able to better
recognize the face of the individual present in that video.
Finally, we approach the problem from a real-world surveillance con-
text by assuming that multiple video cameras may be present and observing
the scene simultaneously. Multiple cameras may have overlapping views of the
face and therefore will have multiple views of the face that may assist in iden-
tifying the individual. Also, these overlapping cameras may provide additional
benefits, such as improving the tracking of the face.
Many formulations of face recognition research exist and we have chosen
above focus for the research in this dissertation.
1.3 Challenges
The challenges in the problem of face recognition from video are many.
As previously mentioned, illumination, image resolution, motion blur, non-
frontal face pose and other issues all contribute to the problem in several
ways. First, it may be difficult or impossible to detect the face in a given
frame. Second, given a successful face detection in the current frame, it may
be difficult to track the face in successive frames leading to incorrect detections
and therefore unreliable face texture. Even if the face is detected successfully
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and meaningful face texture is extracted from the image, that does not directly
translate to the successful recognition of the individual in a given frame. We
provide our solutions to the above challenges in this dissertation.
1.4 Our Contributions
We present four main approaches to assist in the face recognition from
video problem. This will also serve as the outline to the dissertation.
1. In Chapter 3, we consider the problem of recognizing an individual in a
video in which only face patches of the individual exist, such as when the
face is partially occluded. In these types of video, the full frontal face
of the individual may not be present in any of the frames. We provide
a solution to such a problem by coarsely aligning the face patches to a
template face and then stitching the patches to reconstruct the face from
several frames in the video. We then use the reconstructed face in the
still face recognition framework [42].
2. Next, we consider the problem of face recognition from multiple over-
lapping video cameras. Our solution, presented in Chapter 4, involves
independently tracking the face from each of the cameras and extract-
ing face texture from each of the cameras simultaneously [37]. We then
perform still face recognition on the extracted face textures and fuse the
recognition results to obtain a significant improvement to overall face
recognition accuracy. We also introduce a confidence measure of the ac-
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curacy by aggregating the results of the recognition within a particular
video sequence.
3. We build upon the concept of utilizing multiple cameras for face recog-
nition in Chapter 5. In addition to fusing the recognition results from
multiple cameras, we also present a novel face tracking algorithm that
utilizes the multiple views of the face to calculate a joint estimation of
the face motion between frames. We also address the problem of camera
occlusion and provide an occlusion detection algorithm to remove un-
wanted information in the joint motion estimation process [39]. These
advances lead to a significant improvement in face tracking and provide
a robust solution to the problem. We demonstrate the solution on the
problem of pose estimation of the face as well as face recognition from
multiple video cameras [38].
4. Finally, in Chapter 6, we introduce the average-half-face, which takes
advantage of the symmetry of the face in the still face recognition pro-
cess. We present the results of using the average-half-face on several face
recognition databases and show a significant improvement in face recog-
nition accuracy over using the original full face. In an effort to discover
why the average-half-face improves face recognition accuracy, we also
present an analysis of the effect of face symmetry on face recognition.




The field of face recognition research is vast and varied. For the pur-
poses of this dissertation, we will focus our attention on work related to face
recognition from still images and from video. In the case of still images, we
are mostly concerned with two-dimensional (2D) images, since that is the type
of image we would expect in a surveillance setting. However, we will demon-
strate some results that utilize three-dimensional face data (or range data) in
Chapter 6.
2.1 Still Face Recognition
Still face recognition from 2D images is by far the most well-known and
most extensively researched field of face recognition research. As Chellappa
et al . noted recently [15], machine face recognition algorithms can outperform
humans, even across changes in illumination, on frontal still face images. How-
ever, humans still far outperform machines when the face portrays changes in
pose, illumination, blur, resolution or any combination of the above. Faces
that appear in surveillance video, for example, often exhibit the types of is-
sues outlined above. Therefore, approaches used to tackle these problems in
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still face recognition may be used in face recognition from video as well.
An overview of a typical still face recognition algorithm is show in
Figure 1.2. In this dissertation, we will attempt to utilize the research that has
been done in the area for our own work. In other words, our approach to face
recognition from video is to transform the problem to a still face recognition
problem. Therefore, we are particularly interested in utilizing the ‘Feature
Extraction’ and ‘Classification’ blocks of Figure 1.2 for our purposes.
There are two main types of still face recognition that we will describe
here; holistic (global) and feature-based (local). Each approach differs mostly
in the feature representation of the face that is used for recognition. However,
the classification stage of the algorithm is largely the same and will be covered
separately in Section 2.1.3.
2.1.1 Holistic Still Face Recognition
Holistic (or global) face recognition is based on using the entire region
of the face for recognition. Feature extraction methods in this type of face
recognition are typically subspace projection techniques, meaning that the
high-dimensional data in the original image (number of pixels wide x number
of pixels tall) is projected in to a low-dimensional ‘face space’. The two most
popular methods are known as ‘eigenfaces’ [79] and ‘fisherfaces’ [8] and will
be introduced below along with several other popular holistic face recognition
methods. A thorough survey of these methods is presented in [93].
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2.1.1.1 Eigenfaces
Eigenfaces [79], one of the first successful face recognition algorithms,
is based on principal components analysis (PCA), a well-known tool for ex-
ploratory data analysis and dimension reduction technique. Eigenfaces is a
subspace projection face recognition method that relies on computing the PCA
of a training set which will return a set of orthogonal basis vectors that maxi-
mize the variance in the training data and in turn form the ‘face space’. Each
image training and testing image is then projected into the ‘face space’ and
the test vectors are classified as the most likely training vector. PCA is an
unsupervised technique, so the method does not rely on class information.
2.1.1.2 Fisherfaces
Fisherfaces is the direct use of (Fisher) linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) to face recognition [8]. In eigenfaces, the variance between vectors is
used to find a linear subspace for projection, without taking into consideration
the class associations of each training vector. In LDA, the class information is






where SB and SW are the between class scatter and the within class scatter
matrices respectively and where w is the normal vector to the discriminant










Bv = λv (2.2)
by defining v = S
1
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Bw. We desire the eigenvectors that correspond to the largest
eigenvalues for our solution. Projecting our training and test vectors into this
new subspace, we can then classify the test images.
2.1.1.3 Multilinear Principal Components Analysis
One extension of PCA is that of applying PCA to tensors or multilinear
arrays which results in a method known as multilinear principal components
analysis (MPCA) [59]. Since a face image is most naturally a multilinear array,
meaning that there are two dimensions describing the location of each pixel in
a face image, the idea is to determine a mulitlinear projection for the image,
instead of forming a one-dimensional (1D) vector from the face image and
finding a linear projection for the vector. It is thought that the multilinear
projection will better capture the correlation between neighborhood pixels that
is otherwise lost in forming a 1D vector from the image.
A further extension of MPCA is to use linear discriminant analysis on
the projected multilinear arrays to perform feature selection, which results in
MPCA+LDA.
2.1.1.4 Independent Components Analysis
When applying PCA to a set of face images, we are finding a set of
basis vectors using lower order statistics of the relationships between the pix-
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els. Specifically, we maximize the variance between pixels to separate linear
dependencies between pixels. Independent components analysis (ICA) is a
generalization of PCA in that it tries to identify high-order statistical rela-
tionships between pixels to form a better set of basis vectors. As described
in [5], the pixels are treated as random variables and the face images as out-
comes. In a similar fashion to PCA and LDA, once the new basis vectors are
found, the training and test data are projected into the subspace and used for
classification.
2.1.2 Feature-Based Still Face Recognition
Feature-based (or local) face recognition methods use various descrip-
tions of the face for recognition. For instance, purely geometric approaches
use the distances and ratios of distances between landmarks on the face (such
as corners of the eyes and mouth). Distances between points can be measured
in terms of Euclidean (2D or 3D), or more recently, geodesic (3D) distances
[32]. Three recent advances in feature-based still face recognition are presented
below.
2.1.2.1 Elastic Bunch Graph Matching
The elastic bunch graph matching (EBGM) algorithm, proposed by
Wiskott et al . [82], is one of the most successful feature-based face recognition
algorithms. Gabor wavelets of different scales and orientations are used to
provide a local description of landmarks on the face. Then, a graph is built
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from connecting the nodes on the landmarks of the face to form a face bunch
graph (FBG). Classification for EGBM is done by computing a similarity score
between the FBG of a test image and the FBG of the training images.
2.1.2.2 Local Binary Patterns
Several researchers [3, 28, 52, 89] have utilized Local Binary Patterns
(LBP) to capture face features useful in face recognition. LBP operates on
gray-scale texture to characterize the local spatial structure of the image tex-




s(pn − pc)2N (2.3)
where pc is the gray value of the central pixel, pn is the value of its neighbors,
s is evaluated to be 0 if pc > pn and 1 otherwise and N is the total number
of neighbors involve in the computation. Another parameter, R, controls the
radius of the neighborhood. After computing the LBP pattern of each pixel
in the image, a histogram is built to represent the whole texture image. Then,
a comparison of sample and model histograms is a done, typically using a
nonparametric statistical test of goodness-of-fit.
2.1.2.3 Face Attributes
Recent advances have taken advantage of extremely large training databases
that have been manually labeled with attributes, such as the work of Kumar
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et al . [47]. In their work, overall face similarity scores are computed based
on scores computed on patches of the face. Each patch is compared against a
massive number of labeled exemplar patches and attributes are assigned to the
patch based on these comparisons. This methodology has shown to achieve
high accuracy on face databases such as Labeled Faces in the Wild [43]. How-
ever, extending the method to work on face recognition from video with few
training images is not trivial, or even possible at this time.
2.1.3 Classification
Once the training and testing data have been projected into ‘face space’,
a classification algorithm is used to assign labels to the unknown testing data.
The nearest neighbors algorithm (NN) [24] is frequently used and is a powerful,
but simple method. The distance is measured between a test sample and
the training samples and the label of the training sample with the minimum
distance is used as the label for the test sample. Many types of distances can be
used, such as Euclidean distance (L2), Manhattan distance (L1), and the cosine
distance. Additionally, histogram-based distances are used to classify features
which are inherently statistical in nature, such as the chi-square distance or
the Bhattacharyya divergence [9]. Two more recent advances in classification
are presented below.
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2.1.3.1 Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machines (SVM) are a type of binary classifier that are
designed to maximize the margin of the decision boundary between positive
and negative examples, or support vectors [70]. This amounts to finding the
most informative positive and negative support vectors and maximizing the
margin between them to form the optimal decision boundary for classifying
new vectors.
2.1.3.2 Sparse Representation
Many recent methods utilize the sparse representation classification
(SRC) methodology for face recognition introduced by Wright et al . [85]. With
the assumption that training and testing images are well-aligned, a test image
of a subject in the training data can be represented by a sparse combination
of the training images.
An assumption is made that the face images belonging to the same
person all lie on a low-dimensional linear subspace, represented by matrices
A1, A2, ..., Ak for each subject, and that each column in Aj is a vector formed
from a training image of subject j. Now a test sample u from subject j can
be expressed as a (sparse) linear combination of the columns of Aj. We let
A = [A1A2...Ak]. (2.4)
Ideally, we would like to solve the following optimization problem to
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get the sparsest solution to Ax = u:
x0 = argmin||x||0 subject to Ax = u. (2.5)
However, the solution with respect to the l0 norm is NP-hard. There-
fore, an alternative to the above optimization is to replace the l0 norm with
the l1 norm. This new optimization problem can be solved using linear pro-
gramming methods in polynomial time and it is equal to the original solution
if x0 is ‘sparse enough’. Once the optimization problem is solved for a given
test subject, we classify the test vector u to the training subject with the most
(and largest) coefficients.
2.2 Face Recognition from Video
Face recognition from video has received much interest in recent times.
This is likely due to heightened security and the availability of inexpensive
surveillance cameras. Also, face recognition from video may produce better
overall accuracy since a video will have many frames of a subject’s face instead
of just a few examples.
There are two main problems within the area of face recognition from
video, as described by Wang et al . in [80]. The first, and most common problem
is matching a face that appears in video to still face images (still-video), such as
passport or driver’s license photographs. The second is matching a face that
appears in video to a face previously seen videos (video-video). To further
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clarify, still-video face recognition from video methods can utilize still images
or video frames for training, but they do not rely training video to be present,
such as the case in video-video face recognition from video methods. Our
work is focused mainly in the area of the first problem (still-video) since we
are assuming a small training size of still face images. However, our methods
could be adapted to work in the second problem (video-video) as well. We will
review previous work in both problem areas.
2.2.1 Still-Video Face Recognition
The research presented in this dissertation is most related to the still-
video face recognition problem. In this problem, only a few still images are
given as gallery and/or training images to build the face recognition system.
Then video sequences, such as that from a surveillance camera, are used in
the testing phase. An overview of such a system is given in Figure 1.4.
One approach that several researchers have used [27, 40, 44, 49, 66, 77]
is to apply Active Appearance Models (AAM) to track the face in input video
and warp the face to a mean shape used for recognition. The main drawback to
these approaches is in the use of AAM for face tracking. First of all, training
most AAM-based face models is very time consuming and does not usually
produce acceptable results on faces that were not in the training set. Second,
even when generic AAM models are able to track new faces, the tracking result
itself is only useful in very small pose changes of the face which limits its use
for face recognition from real world video such as that of a surveillance camera.
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A popular approach to face recognition from video is to apply a method-
ology for selecting ‘good’ frames or a subsets of the video that may be used for
recognition in place of the original video sequence. In general, these methods
are complimentary to our research and may be used to further improve the
face recognition result. Wong et al . [84] introduce a patch-based probabilistic
image quality assessment for method for selecting the face images that may
be more suitable for recognition. Their method is based on comparing local
patches of a face of the input video sequence to an ‘ideal face’. They also intro-
duce the ChokePoint Dataset [83], which is a multi-camera video database of
29 different subjects entering and leaving several doorways in realistic surveil-
lance settings. Even though it has just been recently released to the public,
this is the first freely available database of its kind to our knowledge and may
be helpful in testing still-video and video-video face recognition from video
algorithms.
In a similar approach, Xie et al . [87, 88] introduce a reliability-based
method to select the most appropriate images for face recognition. In their
work, they utilize multiple cameras and select the best camera for face recogni-
tion based on a template image. Scores from the cameras are combined using
majority voting and classifier distances. In our work, we additionally fuse the
estimated pose of the face to improve the face recognition result.
To our knowledge, the only other multi-camera face recognition ap-
proach, and possibly the first, is from the work of Stillman et al . [75]. They
introduce a method that utilizes two types of cameras; one for person tracking
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that has a broad view of the scene and a pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) camera that
provides face data for recognition. The main drawback of this method is the
assumption that nearly frontal faces will be present in the PTZ camera.
Brute force methods that use the video sequence essentially as a set of
training still images also exist, such as in [7]. Our methodology is most similar
to this approach except for two main differences. First, we assume we have
a small sample size of training images available. Second, our methodology
takes advantage of pose of the face by modeling it directly and using it in the
recognition stage.
Chellappa et al . [16] introduce two Bayesian methods for face recogni-
tion from video based on a time series state space model. The two methods are
both used to implement the Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS) technique
which generates a numerical solution to estimating the posterior distribution
of the test subject’s identity.
2.2.2 Video-Video Face Recognition
Several researchers have proposed solutions to the video-video face
recognition problem. These methods are not directly comparable to our work
since they inherently rely on video data for training.
Li et al . [51] first constructs a facial identity surface for a given subject
using a multi-view face model to capture the spatio-temporal information of
the training video. The detected faces in the input video are then warped
to the mean shape with the frontal view using the multi-view model. Kernel
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discriminant analysis (KDA) is then used for recognition of the identity surface.
In the work of Lee et al . [50], training video of each of the subjects is
used to build a probabilistic appearance manifold. Face recognition from the
test videos is then performed using a maximum a posteriori formulation by
integrating the likelihood that the input image comes from a particular pose
manifold along with the transition probability between frames.
Liu and Cheng [55] use a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to learn the
statistics of the training video sequences for each subject along with the tem-
poral dynamics. The HMM is then adapted to the test video sequences and
likelihood scores are used for classification.
Zhou et al . [95] use a probabilistic model to recognize faces from video
using both still images and video as the gallery.
See and Eswaran [71] propose using a spatio-temporal hierarchical ag-
glomerative clustering (STHAC) methodology to automatically extract face
exemplars from video sequences for recognition. Classification is performed us-
ing a Bayes framework with probabilistic voting to combine the results across
different frames of the video sequence.
There are also methodologies that seek to solve the problem of person
identification through multibiometrics, which is when more than one modal-
ity of data is used for recognition. For instance, Shakhnarovich et al . [73]
integrate face and gait data from videos to perform person identification from
video. However, their methodology requires full-body tracking and a sufficient
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number of occlusion-free frames to build their face and gait model.
2.3 Summary
While many methods exist to tackle the problem of face recognition
from video or related problems, it is still a largely open area of research. We
present novel solutions to face recognition from video that largely compliment
the methods outlined above.
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Chapter 3
Patch-based Face Recognition from Video
In this chapter, we will introduce our work on patch-based video face
recognition. Figure 3.1 displays an overview of our system. First, face patches
from the image sequence are aligned and stitched together to form a recon-
structed face. Then, the reconstructed face is used in a frontal face recognition
algorithm. The sections below will explain these concepts in further detail.
3.1 Introduction
In general, video provides more information for recognition as compared
to a still image. However, several challenging problems still remain unsolved,
such as changes in illumination, pose, and occlusion. One critical problem is
matching corresponding pixels from overlapping face regions from successive
images in a video sequence under changes in illumination, pose, and occlusion.
This is a serious problem when only part of the face region is shown and the
same region may appear in different poses and scales. One desires a method to
correspond the parts of the full faces or face patches, collect the face patches
from video, and construct a full face or as much of a face region as possible. The
recognition is then based on the available face region collected. In this paper,
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Figure 3.1: Overview of Patch-Based Face Recognition From Video
we propose a patch-based method to recognize a face from video. Our patch-
based method provides a correspondence framework to organize available face
regions to the correct location in the full face template image by using image
registration [60]. An image stitching method is used to construct the full face
image at the pixel level. We employ face recognition via sparse representation
[85] to recognize the reconstructed faces. The region that we are unable to
recover from the video sequence is treated as an occluded region.
Comparing to existing patch-based methods, in [4] patch correspon-
dence is based on many patches from one face to another face in different
views. Our method is based on a single patch correspondence to a full face
template image.
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When comparing our method to face reconstruction methods, [92] needs
a 3D setting and is able to reconstruct very high quality 3D faces. In [48], face
reconstruction is based on a cylindrical face model. Our method is based on the
reconstruction from 2D patches and is more flexible and suitable for a video-
based face recognition task. Among 2D based face methods, our method differs
in the alignment of patches and the refinement of the patch alignment with an
image stitching technique which decomposes the correspondence process into
two steps and is likely to be more robust and efficient.
Also, any still face recognition method can be employed after recon-
structing the full face image. This enables the use of many existing still face
recognition algorithms for the patch-based face recognition from video system.
We employ face recognition via sparse representation [85] to handle the miss-
ing data encountered in the proposed framework. Since capturing a single full
face image from video is not guaranteed, we only reconstruct as much of the
face as possible from the video sequence. Normally, the reconstructed results
will cover most of the face, but some regions of the face may be left blank. The
sparse representation method provides a powerful tool to handle the regions
of the face that cannot be recovered.
Several experiments are conducted to test the proposed method. The
first experiment is on a still image database. We partition the full face region
into random subregions, or face patches, and use them to reconstruct the
full face. We estimate the reconstruction error and the recognition accuracy
of the reconstructed faces. The experiments show that we can successfully
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reconstruct the face for recognition.
In another experiment using video that is generated in our lab, a face in
the video may appear in various poses. We transform the patch to its correct
location on the template face image and stitch the regions into a full face
image. It is shown that a full face, or most of a full face, may be reconstructed
with high accuracy. Sparse representation is used to classify the reconstructed
faces.
3.2 Face Reconstruction From Video
We model a partial face image as a patch that is taken from a full face
image. This task has two steps. First we align the face patch to the frontal
template face, which is simply an example 2D frontal face from the training
images. Next, we stitch several partial face patches together to reconstruct a
seamless full face.
3.2.1 Face Patch Alignment
The first step of our face patch alignment algorithm is to locate face
patches in the video sequence. We use a skin detection algorithm developed
by [20] that calculates the most likely skin pixels based on a previously com-
puted skin model. Their skin models were trained using manually annotated
skin pixels (14,985,845 pixels) and non-skin pixels (304,844,751 pixels) to form
non-parametric histogram-based models. Once the skin likelihood values are
calculated for each pixel in the video frame, we apply a chosen threshold (cur-
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rently 0) and assign all pixels greater than the threshold as skin pixels. Next,
we perform a morphological close operation on the image to remove single pix-
els and to form a face blob in the image. Finally, we calculate the bounding
box around the face blob and use the bounding box to extract the face portion
of the original video frame.
Once we have located the face portion of the video frame, we can ex-
tract the face, align it, and normalize it to a template face image. Let us
assume a face patch I, a normalized frontal template face image T , a warping
W (x, p), in which x is the image coordinates and p is the set of affine similar-
ity transformation parameters. Also let r denote the patch index. To find the





[Ir(W (x, p+ ∆p))− Tr(x)]2 (3.1)
Minimizing Er is a non-linear optimization task. To solve it linearly, we
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where ∆p are the parameter updates and H is the Hessian matrix given by
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The alignment algorithm iterates until ∆p is sufficiently small. Fig-
ure 3.2 illustrates a patch alignment example from our video dataset. Since
the template has a slightly different appearance from that of each individual
patch, this step cannot locate the patch to a precise position on the template.
Therefore, a refinement step is required to align the patches more accurately.
3.2.2 Face Patch Stitching
In the previous step, each patch is warped to roughly the correct loca-
tion and pose. To construct a full face at the pixel level precision, we develop
an image stitching algorithm. We wish to minimize the overlapping error be-
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tween the patches. The set S of n warped frontal face patches is denoted
S = {J1, J2...Jn}. Our goal is to find the optimal alignment of the set of face




(Ji(W (x, pi))− Jk(W (x, pk)))2 (3.4)
to produce the reconstructed face J ′, where i and k (i 6= k) correspond to
different patches and Ω is the overlapping region between aligned patches. To
solve this equation, the algorithm loops between each patch pairs and iterates
to refine the parameters.
Post-processing is performed on the reconstructed face J ′ to improve
face recognition results. The pixels on the overlapping regions are taken from
the average values of each of the contributing regions. The boundary pixels of
the patches are Gaussian smoothed by local 3 × 3 windows to eliminate the
patch line artifacts. Figure 3.3 shows an example of the patch stitching step
on a set of face patches from video.
3.3 Recognition from the Reconstructed Face
The final task for our methodology is to classify the reconstructed face
to the most likely candidate face in our training data. Because we are recon-
structing the face using patches from video, it is likely that the reconstructed
face will have missing data. Face recognition via sparse representation intro-
duced by Wright et al . [85] is employed to handle the recognition task with
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Figure 3.3: Reconstruction example. Upper row: set S of face patches; Lower
row: reconstructed face image J ′.
missing data. Section 2.1.3.2 introduces the sparse representation classification
method, so we will briefly summarize the method here.
Essentially, an optimization problem is solved to represent a test image
u by a linear combination of all training images. If we restrict the solution to
be sparse, then find the most sparse solution to Ax = u, which leads us to the
classification of our test image by matching it with the subject with the most
non-zero entries in x. The real power of this method is that it is robust to
occlusions in the test image. This is due to the assumption that an occlusion
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can be modeled as a sparse error that affects only a few pixels in the image.
We write the equation y = Ax + Ie, where y is the test image, A is the set
of training vectors, x is the set of sparse coefficients, I is the identity matrix
and e is the error vector due to occlusion. Then, we can rewrite the equation
as y = Cf , where C = [AI] and f captures both the sparse coefficients and
the error vector. Now, if the L1 minimization is performed on f , the sparsity
constraints will be imposed on both x and e, which will lead to a solution
that is robust to occlusion. Of course, far too much occlusion can degrade the
performance. For more details, please refer to [85].
3.4 Experiments
In this section, we present our two experiments to test the proposed
algorithms. In the first experiment, we use the well known Yale Face database
[8]. The face patches are generated from chosen locations in the original image
and are used to reconstruct a full face from the patches. Four face patches per
image are generated by randomly adding pixel noise to the known location of
the patch with variances of 5, 10, 15 and 20 pixels. Figure 3.4 shows the average
pixel error between the reconstructed faces and the original faces. The mean
pixel error for all images was 16.9 for variance of 5 pixels and 22.4 for variance
of 20 pixels with a standard deviation of 3.9 and 4.8 pixels respectively. We
then split the database in half; the first half of the original images are used for
training and the second half of the reconstructed images are used for testing.
Then we employ face recognition via sparse representation to recognize the
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Figure 3.4: Yaleface face reconstruction error
reconstructed faces. Figure 3.5 compares the recognition rates of the original
images and the reconstructed faces. The recognition rate is the same for low
variance and only slightly lower when variance is increased.
In the second experiment, we test the algorithm using a video sequence
generated in our lab. In the video sequence, both full faces and part faces of
each of the 7 subjects are present. We use only face patches for reconstruction.
We compare the recognition rates of the reconstructed face images to that of
the full face examples from the video. With two full face images for training
and six reconstructed face images per subject, we were able to recognize 34
out of 42 of the reconstructed faces correctly for an accuracy rate of 81%. For
comparison, when using one full face image per subject for training and one
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Figure 3.5: Yaleface database recognition rate comparison
per subject for testing, all test images are recognized correctly. Figure 3.6
shows four of the full and reconstructed images from the video sequence.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a novel method for video-based face recognition is pro-
posed. We collect face patches from video and stitch them to reconstruct a
still face image. Our methodology uses face recognition via sparse representa-
tion to recognize reconstructed faces. Sparse representation can handle noise
and occlusion better than other algorithms such as PCA and ICA. Because
our reconstructed face can come from patches of different views, self occlusion
and region rectification errors can introduce severe noise in the reconstructed
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Figure 3.6: Training and testing examples for video-based face recognition.
Upper row: Training faces. Lower row: Reconstructed faces from video.
image. Sparse representation is an effective tool for this task. Our experiments
show that this method reaches a high recognition rate considering that there
is missing data in the reconstructed face. This method helps to transform
the video-based face recognition problem to the still face recognition problem,
which enables the application of still face recognition algorithms in video face
recognition. The patch-based method does not need a complex face model,
such as a 3D or cylinder head model. It is flexible and more general than
other methods. The limitation of this method is that large changes in pose,
illumination and expression cannot currently be handled, which will be ad-
dressed in future work. Another extension of this work is to use the redundant
information present in the overlapping patches. The redundancy could help to
eliminate noise and produce a higher quality image. Utilizing symmetry, one
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Fusing Face Recognition from Multiple
Cameras
In this section, we introduce our method for fusing face recognition
results from multiple video cameras. By fusing the results from multiple cam-
eras, the overall face recognition accuracy may be improved. Figure 4.1 depicts
an overview of the system. The system consists of two main parts. First, the
face is tracked in a video sequence from multiple cameras using a cylinder head
model which is used to extract face texture from the video frames. Second, the
results from face recognition of the extracted face texture are fused from each
of the cameras to improve the overall face recognition accuracy. The following
pages describe our system in detail.
4.1 Face Tracking with Cylinder Head Models
In order to translate the problem of face recognition from video to a
still face recognition problem, we desire a method to robustly track the face
of an individual from multiple cameras so that we may combine the tracking
results in a meaningful way. The cylinder head model (CHM) [86] has several
advantages. First, CHMs are able to recover the full-motion parameters (3
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Figure 4.1: Overview of Fusing Face Recognition Results from Multiple Cam-
eras.
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rotations and 3 translations) of the head. Since this work deals with multiple
surveillance cameras, the recovery of these parameters is crucial in order to
fuse information about the head and face in all camera views. A summary of
the cylinder head model and tracking algorithm found in [86] follows.
The cylinder head model makes a basic assumption that we can treat
the head (and thus face) as a cylinder. Therefore, rotation or translation
performed by the head can be estimated by a cylinder with 6 parameters (3
rotations and 3 translations). Let the vector µ represent the rigid motion,
including 3D rotation (θx, θy, θz) and the translation (tx, ty, tz). If x =
(x, y, z)T is a 3D coordinate of a point on the cylinder surface, then the new
location of x after rigid motion transformation by µ is
M (x,µ) = Rx+ T , (4.1)
where M is the function of the rigid transformation, R is the rotation matrix
and T is the translation vector. The rigid motion of the head from time t to
time t+1 is described by the change in the rigid motion vector, ∆µ. Therefore,
if pt = (u, v) is the projection point in the image plane It of point x on the
cylinder in 3D (which are depicted in Figure 4.2), then the new location of
point pt+1 in the next frame I t+1 is estimated as
pt+1 = G(pt,∆µ) (4.2)
and the next frame can be computed by
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Figure 4.2: Relationship between points on the 3D cylinder model and the
image plane.
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I t+1(G(pt,∆µ)) = I t(pt), (4.3)
where G is the 2D parametric motion function of pt. In this estimation we
assume that the illumination does not change between frames, so the pixel
intensities between the two frames are consistent.
The change in rigid motion vector ∆µ can be obtained through a min-
imization of the error between two successive image frames and can be solved











where Ω is the region of overlapping pixels between the two frames, Gµ is the
partial derivative of G with respect to the rigid motion vector, and Ip and It
are the spatial and temporal image gradients, respectively.
Assuming that the camera projection matrix depends only on the focal
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where f is the focal length of the camera and x, y and z are the 3D coordinates.
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By plugging the result of (4.5) into equation (5.5), the rigid head motion vector
∆µ is recovered.
Figure 4.3: Cylinder Tracking Result.
Using the CHM tracking result, we scan the image to the cylinder,
then unwrap the cylinder to a standard texture map as portrayed in Figure
4.3. The pixel value for each point in the texture image ((d) in Figure 4.3) is
found by locating the point on the cylinder model ((c) in Figure 4.3), finding
the corresponding location on the tracked cylinder ((b) in Figure 4.3) and
finally estimating the value of the pixel from the original face image ((a) in
Figure 4.3). In the ideal case of perfect tracking, the texture map is stabilized
from global motion and produces a frontal face that is centered horizontally
in the unwrapped image.
An example tracking result using the CHM is shown in Figure 4.4 in
which a single person is tracked from two cameras. Each row of the figure
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represents a single frame from both cameras. The images in Figures 4.4(a),
4.4(e), 4.4(i) and 4.4(m) are from camera A while the images in Figures 4.4(d),
4.4(h), 4.4(l) and 4.4(p) are from camera B. The image pairs in the center of
Figure 4.4 are the unwrapped cylinder images from their corresponding CHM
in the original images.
4.2 Fusing Face Recognition from Multiple Cameras
Incorporating the results of multiple cameras viewing a common subject
may increase the accuracy and robustness of the face recognition task. In
this work, the face recognition results of multiple cameras are fused. Since
eigenfaces is used along with NN for the face recognition task, a distance
between the projected testing weights and the projected training weights is
calculated. Let us define camera A as the camera that views mostly the right
half of the face and camera B as the camera that views mostly the left half of
the face. Considering the case of a two-camera system, at every time t, there
will be a frame from camera A that corresponds to a frame from camera B.
Therefore, each frame will have a minimum distance calculation that will be
used to assign the classification result of the face in each frame. Also, by using
the CHMs to track the face in each frame, an estimate of the pose of the face
(only yaw in our case) is calculated. These two pieces of information (distance
to classified training sample and pose estimation) are used in the combination
of results from multiple cameras. We present results using 5 different methods
for fusing the results between the two cameras:
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
(m) (n) (o) (p)
(q) (r) (s) (t)
Figure 4.4: CHM Tracking and Scanning Result on 5 Pairs of Images from the
Two Cameras.
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1. Independent (Ind). Each face is recognized independently as if it was
from a single camera, so no combination of the two cameras is used.
2. Minimum distance (MinDist). Between the two cameras, the camera
with the minimum NN distance is chosen as the classification result.
3. Best pose (BestPose). The camera with the most frontal pose is used for
the classification result.
4. Multiplier weights (MultWts). The NN distance and pose information of
the two cameras are multiplied along with a constant and the minimum
of this new distance is used for the classification result.
5. Gaussian weights (GaussWts). The pose of each of the cameras is used
to produce a Gaussian weight which is then applied to the NN result.
The minimum of this result is used for recognition.
The distance from the testing image weights to the nearest training image
weights gives some measure of how close the two samples are in “face space”.
The estimated pose of the face gives a measure of the ability to recognize the
subject’s face correctly. For instance, a full frontal face should be easier to
classify than a non-frontal face with a yaw of 30◦ or more. Each method of
fusing the results requires a straightforward calculation that may have dra-
matic accuracy gains to the multi-camera face recognition system as discussed
in the experiments section.
A brief description of each of these fusion methods is presented.
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4.2.1 Independent
This result assumes that there is no information to share between the
two cameras. Each face is recognized on its own independent of pose or camera
location. This is used as a baseline for the other results.
4.2.2 Minimum Distance
Since a NN distance is calculated for each of the cameras, the simplest
way to fuse the results from the cameras using only the NN distances is to
choose the minimum distance for classification. Therefore, the label of the
training image of the camera with the minimum NN distance is chosen for the
recognition result.
4.2.3 Best Pose
Using only the calculated pose information of each of the cameras from
the CHM model, we can fuse the recognition results by simply choosing the
camera with the most frontal pose. Therefore, the fused recognition result is
the label applied to the most frontal face image of the two cameras.
4.2.4 Multiplier Weights
The first attempt to combine both the pose information and the NN
distance from each of the cameras is the simplest. We form a normalized pose
from the pose calculation of cameras A and B (PA and PB, respectively) by








Then we multiply the NN distances from each of the cameras by the normalized
poses and use the minimum result for classification.
4.2.5 Gaussian Weights
In the final fusing of recognition results between the two cameras, a
Gaussian weighted approach is used. Let dA be the Euclidean distance between
the projected weights from the face tracked in camera A to the nearest training
sample’s projected weights and let dB be similarly defined. Let PA and PB be
the estimated pose of the face (where a frontal face image has a yaw of 0◦) from
the CHM calculated from the frames in camera A and B respectively. Weights
wA and wB are calculated for each pair of frames using the pose estimations






















) are the ratios of estimated
poses to the maximum pose, the mean of the Gaussian was chosen to be zero
(frontal pose) and σ = 0.01, which favors frontal poses and penalizes poses
that are non-frontal. The maximum pose (max(P )) calculated from our video
was 70◦. The calculated weights are then multiplied to produce new distance
measures DA and DB by
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DA = dA ∗ wA
DB = dB ∗ wB.
(4.7)
The resulting modified distances are then used for classification. If
DA ≤ DB, the training label applied to the face from camera A is applied to
the face in the camera A and camera B pair. Otherwise the label from camera
B is chosen.
4.3 Building Confidence by Aggregating Results
One contribution we have made is to use face recognition results from
several frames of a successfully tracked subject to give a better recognition
result with a certain level of confidence. In the videos used in this work,
each video sequence has only one subject, so the successful tracking of the
face is made simpler. However, one could imagine a scenario in which several
subjects are tracked in the same video sequence and the tracking results of
each subjects’ faces are successful. The results of the face recognition on each
of the pair of frames of a single subject’s tracking result using the fused results
method explained in Section 4.2 are aggregated together. This aggregation
of results is a simple scoring process. For instance, if 100 pairs of frames
are labeled as subject 2 and 50 pairs of frames are labeled as subject 1 in
a 150 frame tracking sequence, we would label the subject of the track as
subject 2 with a confidence of 100/150, or 66.7%. This method gives intuitively
positive results based on the assumption that the more frames you have of an
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Figure 4.5: Result of Centered and Masked Face Image
individual, the more confidently the correct identification will be applied.
4.4 Still Face Recognition Method
An oval mask is first applied to a face image that has been successfully
tracked by the CHM so that background noise is removed for the recognition
process. One example of the application of this mask to the face image is
found in Figure 4.5. Once the mask has been applied to every training and
testing image in the database, recognition of the faces can proceed.
4.4.1 Eigenfaces
Eigenfaces [79] is used for recognition for mainly two reasons. We are
interested in transforming the problem of face recognition from video to a still
face recognition problem so that any still face recognition algorithm can be
used. Also, the implementation of the eigenfaces algorithm is well studied and
needs little discussion.
Nearest-neighbors (NN) is used to classify the test weights to the near-
est training sample using the Euclidean distance between the weights.
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4.5 Experimental Results
Video sequences taken from two cameras with unique views of the face
are used for the experiments. Each subject varied the pose of their face in each
of the video sequences by changing the yaw (or pan) from 0◦ to ±70◦. Example
images from our video sequences are shown in Figure 4.4. This variation in
pose produced 100 frames per subject (for a total of 6 subjects) from each of
the cameras which were used as test data. Two frontal images per subject are
used for the training data.
Two face recognition experiments are performed on the two-camera
video sequences. In both experiments, the face in the video is tracked using
CHMs and the estimated pose is returned for each frame. Eigenfaces is ap-
plied to the cropped faces tracked in each frame directly in the first experiment.
This is used in comparison to our methodology in the second experiment of
using an unwrapped cylinder face image. The first 12 eigenfaces of the training
data is used as the low-dimensional feature space for classification. The Eu-
clidean distance was used as the distance measure for nearest-neighbor (NN)
classification. These two experiments are used along with the 5 methods for
fusing the recognition results described in Section 4.2 for a total of 10 results
(5 methods times 2 experiments).
The results of the experiments are displayed in Table 4.1. The results
from the original 2D cropped face images from the tracking results are dis-
played under the “Orig” column, while the results gathered by using the faces
generated by the CHM tracking and cylinder unwrapping are displayed un-
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der the “CHM” column. The “Ind”, “MinDist”, “BestPose”, “MultWts”, and
“GaussWts” results are those generated by fusing the recognition results from
each of the cameras by using the NN distance and/or pose information as de-
scribed in Section 4.2. The highest accuracy reported is 94.4% by using the
images generated by the CHMs and the fused results from both cameras with
methods “MinDist” and “GaussWts”.
As mentioned in Section 4.3, one can use multiple frames from a success-
fully tracked face to build confidence in the recognition result. In the experi-
ment using the CHM tracked faces and the fused results (using the GaussWts
method), we achieve 100% accuracy for all subjects with an average confidence
of 93.8%.
4.6 Discussion
Clearly, the idea of fusing the recognition results from both of the cam-
eras is more successful than independently recognizing the results. This fusing
method alone is responsible for an increase in accuracy of 4% to 25% in our
experiments. Using CHMs to track the face and produce an unwrapped cylin-
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der face image for recognition has be shown to outperform the original 2D face
captured from the video frames by almost 20%, but only in the case of fusing
the recognition results. However, to achieve the recognition result of 94.4%,
both methods were necessary. The two most successful methods for fusing the
recognition results between the two cameras appear to be the minimum dis-
tance and Gaussian weights methods. We suspect that with a larger database,
the minimum distance method alone would tend to produce a lower accuracy
than using the Gaussian weighted method which uses pose information, but
this needs to be tested. The further step of aggregating recognition results of a
subject that has been successfully tracked in video produces 100% recognition
on the all of the subjects tracked in our video sequences with most confidence
levels above 90%. It is possible that with a faster frame rate and/or longer
video sequences, the confidence of the recognition results could be further
improved.
4.7 Conclusion
Face recognition from video presents many challenges such as self-
occlusion, occlusion from objects, and illumination changes. We present a
method to overcome the problems of self-occlusion and lack of frontal face
images in video by using CHMs to produce an unwrapped cylinder face im-
age and the estimated pose of the face. Using these outputs we fuse the face
recognition results of both cameras, which results in a dramatic increase in ac-
curacy. Eigenfaces is used for the face recognition task. The proposed method
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achieves an accuracy of 94.4%. By further aggregating recognition results from
a successfully tracked individual, a recognition rate of 100% is achieved with
high confidence.
Future work includes improving the CHM tracking so that initialization
using a frontal face is avoided as well as improving the quality and pose of the
unwrapped cylinder image. Perhaps the use of a 3D mesh model would improve
the transformation from a non-frontal pose to a frontal face image, however,
this could require more computation. Generalizing the method to other face
recognition algorithms is desired. One could also combine the unwrapped
images from the CHMs in each camera in a more direct manner to reconstruct
a full face image for recognition.
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Chapter 5
Robust Multiple Camera Face Tracking
In order to obtain accurate face recognition results from a video-based
face recognition system, the face must be robustly tracked in as many frames of
the video as possible. To increase the robustness of face tracking, we introduce
a method for full-motion recovery of the face from multiple video cameras.
Figure 5.1 displays an outline of our method. While it may seem obvious that
introducing multiple cameras with overlapping views of the face may improve
the face tracking result, it is not obvious how to combine the information
present in the cameras. We present a novel method which jointly estimates
the motion of the face, which is outlined in Figure 5.2.
We demonstrate the proposed approach using video sequences with
ground truth of 3D head motion from real data. Comparing the motion re-
covery from multiple cameras with that of a single camera, we show that the
accuracy of pose estimation has been significantly increased. We also find that
the motion-free texture of the face generated from the cylinder model with the
multiple camera tracking produces higher recognition rates compared with the
single camera case.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of our Multiple Camera Face Tracking Method
Figure 5.2: Occlusion Robust Face Tracking
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5.1 Background
As we have previously stated, the task of accurately tracking the face
in a video sequence is crucial to the ability to recognize the individual. Before
we introduce our multiple camera tracking method, We will briefly introduce
related work in the areas of face tracking and pose estimation.
5.1.1 Face Tracking and Pose Estimation
One important class of object tracking research is face (or head) track-
ing. Most face recognition and facial expression analysis methods require the
motion of faces to be known so that faces may be aligned, implicitly or explic-
itly. One application of face (and object) tracking is pose estimation, which
is a very large and diverse research topic, as depicted in [63]. These meth-
ods may be classified as feature-based approaches or model-based approaches.
However, only a small portion of these algorithms recover the 3D face mo-
tion. The authors in [45, 57, 58] track image features to recover 3D poses.
Feature-based approaches are flexible but performance depends heavily on the
availability of good features. Since human heads are similarly shaped, many
model-based approaches have been proposed to take advantage of this similar-
ity. In [2, 18, 48, 76, 86], the head is treated as a cylinder and the head motion
is recovered using a cylinder model. Some researchers apply ellipsoid models
instead [6, 19, 26]. Model-based approaches are more reliable considering that
the motion recovery is obtained from the whole face region. Yet, the whole
face region must be visible to perform the motion calculation. Therefore, large
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nonfrontal poses of the face still challenge the effectiveness of the model-based
method. However, by utilizing multiple surveillance cameras with overlapping
views, we may improve the model-based approach by fusing the motion from
the multiple views into a joint 3D motion estimation.
Previous researchers in multi-camera face tracking have used stereo in-
formation to increase tracking robustness, such as in [46]. In contrast to stereo,
we desire the integration of multiple camera information to obtain as many
observations as possible to recover the head motion. The robustness and ac-
curacy of head motion tracking may be increased by integrating the motion
information from multiple cameras. Our work is most similar to that of Cai et
al . [13], where they propose a method that integrates feature tracking of the
face from multiple cameras by adapting a generic head model. In addition to
using a more generic model that is easier to initialize, our method also pro-
duces texture of the face that is appropriate for face recognition. Feature-based
tracking relies on features of the face being present in every frame, whereas
our use of model-based tracking does not have this limitation. Additionally,
an individual camera may recover the pose correctly if the tracking is lost in
that camera’s view with assistance from other cameras in a multiple camera
setting. However, how does one combine the motion from multiple cameras
effectively to improve the face tracking result? We present a complete deriva-
tion for explicitly fusing the motion from multiple cameras into a joint 3D
(three rotations and three translations) motion estimation of the face.
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5.2 Full-Motion Recovery from Multiple Cameras
In this section we introduce the multiple camera full-motion recovery
model. Without loss of generality, we specify one of the cameras as the world
coordinates for our system. We call this camera the “first” camera. This is
done because the derivation for the first camera motion is unique from the
derivation of the other cameras in the system, since the motion of the 3D
rigid object will be calculated in the first camera’s view. Incidentally, the
derivations for a single camera motion and the first camera in the multiple
camera motion are essentially the same. The derivations for the first camera
and the extension to multiple cameras follows.
5.2.1 First Camera Motion
In a model-based head tracking approach, a basic assumption is made
that the head (and thus the face) may be treated as a 3D rigid object. There-
fore, only six parameters (three translations and three rotations) are needed to
describe the motion performed by the head. The motion (M) of the 3D points
on the rigid object w.r.t. the first camera coordinates may then be described
as
X(t+ 1) = M ∗X(t), (5.1)
M (x,µ) = Rx+ T , (5.2)
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whereX(t+1) are the new coordinates of the 3D pointsX(t) after a motion of
M has been applied where µ is a six element vector representing rigid motion,
including 3D rotation (wx, wy, wz) and translation (tx, ty, tz), x = (x, y, z)
T
is a 3D coordinate of a point on the surface of the object, M is the function
of the rigid transformation, R is the rotation matrix and T is the translation
vector. We denote the rigid motion of the head from time t to time t + 1 as
∆µ. If pt = (u, v) is the projection point in the image plane It of point x on
the 3D object , then the new location of point pt+1 in the next frame I t+1 is
estimated as
pt+1 = F (pt,∆µ). (5.3)
The next image frame may then be computed by
I t+1(F (pt,∆µ)) = I t(pt), (5.4)
where F is the 2D parametric motion function of pt. A necessary and rea-
sonable assumption is made that the illumination does not change and that
movement is small between frames, so the pixel intensities between the two
frames are consistent.
To compute the change in rigid motion vector ∆µ, the error between
two successive image frames is minimized. This is solved by using the Lucas-











G = IpF µ (5.6)
and where Ω is the region of overlapping pixels between the two frames, F µ
is the partial derivative of F w.r.t. the rigid motion vector, and Ip and It are
the spatial and temporal image gradients, respectively.
Then, under the assumption that the perspective projection only de-
pends on the focal length, then the derivative of F w.r.t. the rigid motion
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where x, y and z are the 3D coordinates of the object and f is the focal length
of the camera. For single camera tracking, the rigid head motion vector ∆µ is
recovered by substituting the result of (5.7) into equation (5.6). Then, using
Rodrigues’ transformation formula, M is calculated from ∆µ and applied in
equation (5.1) to recover X at time t+ 1.
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5.2.2 Multiple Camera Motion
The most natural way to extend the full-motion recovery model to
multiple cameras is to allow each camera to track the face independently.
However, if any of the independent cameras lose track of the face due to
large nonfrontal poses of the face, it may not be able recover the track and
pose of the face. Also, by combining the motion information from multiple
cameras simultaneously, we may improve the robustness of the overall motion
estimation of the face. Since each of the cameras are viewing the face of the
same individual, the 3D motion of the face must be the same w.r.t. the world
coordinates. Therefore, the motion that is described in each of the cameras
may be used to estimate the motion of the face more accurately and precisely.
We take advantage of this observation by calculating a joint change in motion
from the cameras.
Using a similar notation and methodology found in the first camera
section, we recover the full motion of the face from multiple cameras in the
following manner. Please note that the following derivation could be applied
to any number of cameras that refer back to the first camera as the world
coordinate system. In the first camera’s view, we have
p1(t+ 1) = K1 ∗X1(t+ 1) = K1 ∗M ∗X1(t) (5.8)
where p1(t+1) is the projection of those 3D points to the first camera’s image
plane obtained through the multiplication with intrinsic camera matrix K1.
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Recall that the motion of the 3D object in the first camera’s view is shown in
equation (5.1). To relate the ith camera with the first camera,




r11 r12 r13 τx
r21 r22 r23 τy
r31 r32 r33 τz




is the 4× 4 matrix representing the rotation and translation between the ith
camera’s coordinate system and the world coordinate system (which is the
first camera in our case), and X i(t) are the 3D points w.r.t. the ith camera’s
coordinate system.
In the ith camera’s view
X i(t+ 1) = C
−1
i ∗X1(t+ 1) = C−1i ∗M ∗X1(t) (5.11)
X i(t+ 1) = M i ∗X i(t) (5.12)
pi(t+ 1) = Ki ∗M i ∗X i(t) (5.13)
where pi(t) are the image coordinates in the ith camera’s view after a pro-
jection with camera matrix Ki. A simulated environment with three cameras
viewing the motion (M) of a cube is shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Example of a Three Camera System
Full motion recovery from multiple cameras is accomplished by relating
the motion in each camera’s view back to the motion in the first camera, M .
This may be done by using equations (5.11) and (5.12) in the following manner.
X i(t+ 1) = C
−1
i ∗M ∗X1(t) = M i ∗X i(t). (5.14)
Therefore,
C−1i ∗M ∗X1(t) = M i ∗C−1i ∗X1(t) (5.15)
M i = C
−1
i ∗M ∗Ci (5.16)
and we may rewrite the equation for motion of the ith camera as
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X i(t+ 1) = C
−1
i ∗M ∗Ci ∗X i(t). (5.17)
The reason the motion of the 3D points in the ith camera’s view are
represented this way is to exploit the idea that the motion of the 3D points is
the same between multiple views of the moving object. We may now explicitly
solve for the full-motion recovery of the face in both camera views and compute
∆µ from the information present in all cameras.
The crucial difference between calculating the motion in the ith cam-
era’s view as compared to the first camera’s view is that the rotation and trans-
lation between the two cameras’ coordinate systems (equation (5.9)) must be
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 , (5.18)
which may also be thought of as a small angle approximation to the real
rotation and translation. In the following equations, entries of the inverse
















x′ = x(r11 + r12wz − r13wy) + y(−r11wz + r12 + r13wx)
+ z(r11wy − r12wx + r13) + r11tx + r12ty + r13tz + τx
y′ = x(r21 + r22wz − r23wy) + y(−r21wz + r22 + r23wx)
+ z(r21wy − r22wx + r23) + r21tx + r22ty + r23tz + τy
z′ = x(r31 + r32wz − r33wy) + y(−r31wz + r32 + r33wx)
+ z(r31wy − r32wx + r33) + r31tx + r32ty + r33tz + τz
and where x′, y′ and z′ are the coordinates of the 3D object after the motion
described in equation (5.17) in the ith camera’s view, and fi is the focal length




(which will be referred to as Fiµ from this point on):
Fiµ =
[
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2 represents the derivative of z′ w.r.t. µ evaluated at µ = 0 and ui
and vi are the derivatives of x
′ and y′ w.r.t. the parameters of µ. The form of





















(x′) ∗ z′ − x′ ∗ d
dwx
(z′). (5.22)
The remaining eleven derivatives are similarly computed. Therefore, to com-
pute the entries of Fiµ, one needs to compute the derivatives of x
′, y′ and z′
w.r.t. each parameter of M and then evaluate each expression at µ = 0. As
an example, the derivatives of x′ w.r.t. wx and tx are given.
dx′
dwx
=x ∗ (r′13 ∗ r21 − r′12 ∗ r31)+
y ∗ (r′13 ∗ r22 − r′12 ∗ r32)+
z ∗ (r′13 ∗ r23 − r′12 ∗ r33)−




where x, y, and z are the original 3D coordinates of the rigid object. The
remaining derivation to obtain the entries of Fiµ is left to the reader in lieu of
space.
In the final step of full-motion recovery from multiple cameras, a single
∆µ is computed from all camera views. To do this, the spatial image gradients
(Ip), the temporal image gradients (Ip), and the partial derivatives of the 2D
parametric motion (F µ and Fiµ) must be combined. This is done in the
following manner. First, we calculate G′, a multiple camera version of the G




where Gi refers to the calculation for G from equation (5.6) for the ith camera
in a multiple camera system with m cameras. For instance, G2 will be cal-
culated for the second camera by G2 = I2pF2µ. Then, G
′ will represent the
spatial image gradients and partial derivatives of the 2D parametric motion for
all of the cameras in the system. Similarly, the temporal image gradients from
all of the cameras in the system for the current image are concatenated to form
I ′t. Now, to compute the global ∆µ, G
′ from equation (5.25) is substituted
in for G and I ′t is substituted for It in equation (5.5).
The ∆µ computed above represents the motion of the 3D object in the
first camera’s view, since we have considered that view the same as the world
coordinates. For the ith camera, an additional step is needed. First, M is
formed from ∆µ. Then M is used in equation (5.17) to recover X i(t + 1)
after the motion has taken place. This, of course, may be repeated for any
number of cameras in a multiple camera system.
5.2.3 3D Cylinder Head Model
The above methods for recovering 3D motion in single and multiple
cameras may be used with any arbitrary rigid object. In our experiments,
a 3D cylinder was chosen as the model. One reason for the choice of this
shape is for its ease in initialization and close approximation to the head.
Also, by unwrapping the cylinder texture of the face, a suitable image for face
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recognition is recovered, which is discussed in further detail in section 5.3.3.
The cylinder is initialized manually by adjusting the size and position
of the cylinder on the face in the first frame of the video sequence and then ad-
justing the pose to match the pose of the face. This is done in our experiments
by using an estimated Ci between each camera i and the world coordinate sys-
tem (first camera). The estimation is done using OpenCV and a checker board
pattern similar to that found in Figure 5.17(a). However, since the cylinder
model must be initialized at the beginning of the face tracking task, the ini-
tialization from multiple cameras may be used to estimate the rotation and
translation matrix Ci that is used in the multiple camera full-motion recovery
model.
Cylinder motion in two camera views is displayed in Figures 5.14 and
5.15. Figures 5.14(a) and 5.15(a) display the cylinder at time t from the two
camera views. Figures 5.14(b) and 5.15(b) display the same cylinder at time
t+ 1 (1 second) after motion M has been applied to it.
5.2.4 Occlusion
In this work, we are concerned with handling two main types of occlu-
sion. The first type, self-occlusion, is very common in face tracking tasks. If
the pose of the face is nonfrontal, particularly when the pose is larger than
around +/- 30 degrees in yaw and/or tilt from the frontal pose, pixels of the
face that have been used for tracking will not be present and therefore may af-
fect the tracking result greatly. The second type is full face occlusion, meaning
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that the entire face is occluded in one or more cameras.
Several approaches have been tried in handling occlusion in face track-
ing. In [91], an occlusion pixel is detected by comparing the motion residual
error of each pixel with all pixels used in the tracking. If the motion residual
error is larger than a threshold, the pixel is classified as an outlier or occlusion.
In some works such as in [54], occlusion is detected simply by calculating the
number of skin color pixels. If there is very small portion of skin pixels in the
target, occlusion is detected.
5.2.4.1 Self-Occlusion
We handle the case of self-occlusion in our tracking model by weighting
a mask that is used in the calculation of the temporal image gradient for
each camera’s image. For a frontal face pose, the mask is centered on the
face and the most weight is given to the center pixels and the least to pixels
furthest away from the center using Gaussian weights. If the pose of the face
is nonfrontal, the mask is centered on the part of the face that is most visible
to the camera’s view. Therefore, pixels that are most visible are weighted the
most in the face tracking calculation and the camera with the most frontal view
of the face will be weighted the most in our multi-camera tracking method.
The weighted mask is updated for each frame based on pose estimation.
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5.2.4.2 Full Face Occlusions
While the above method is beneficial for tracking the face, even across
face poses that are far from frontal, it is not sufficient for handling partial or
full occlusion of the face. Our method for handling face occlusion relies on
multi-camera tracking. Occlusions of the face are handled by first detecting
the occlusion in a particular camera and then removing that camera from the
multi-camera motion calculation.
To determine if a camera is being occluded, we use a comparison of
image histograms approach. First, the unwrapped cylinder texture image is
taken from the template (usually the first image in the sequence) and the
current frame. An example template image is found in Figure 5.4(a), while
a non-occluded current frame and an occluded current frame are found in
Figures 5.4(b) and 5.4(c), respectively.
The histograms of the images are formed from the H channel of the
HSV color map of the image and are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.
To measure the similarity of the two histograms (one from the template
image and the other from the current frame), we employ the Bhattacharyya
coefficient [9] , which is a measure of the amount of overlap between two sta-
tistical samples and is commonly used to measure the similarity of histograms.
Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 display the Bhattacharyya coefficients for cameras 1,
2 and 3, respectively. The dashed line in each of the plots is the threshold
value which was determined as two standard deviations from the mean when
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no occlusion are present. This threshold, once found, was used throughout
the experiments. From the plots, it is clear that camera 3 has detected an
occlusion.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.4: Example template, non-occluded and occluded frames
5.3 Experimental Results
We will discuss three experiments that display the efficacy of our multi-
camera full-motion recovery model. In the application area of pose estimation,
we show the advantage of using the multi-camera model over the single camera
model using a two-camera video sequence that contains pose ground truth of
the face. We also test our occlusion robust face tracking on three-camera video
sequences that contain both self occlusion and camera occlusion. Finally, the
face recognition experiment also shows the advantage of our method in a real
application.
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Figure 5.5: Histogram of template and current frame
Figure 5.6: Histogram of template and partially occluded frame
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Figure 5.7: Bhattacharyya coeff for camera 1
Figure 5.8: Bhattacharyya coeff for camera 2
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Figure 5.9: Bhattacharyya coeff for camera 3
5.3.1 Pose Estimation from Unoccluded Cameras
The advantage of our multiple camera approach to full recovery of
motion of the face is shown when tracking in a realistic setting. For this
experiment, a video sequence of an individual was obtained from two cameras.
To generate ground truth, a checkerboard pattern was placed on the head
of the subject and a camera calibration package was utilized to obtain the
rotation vector of the checkerboard in each frame [10]. The results for the yaw
and pitch from the face tracking experiment are shown. Figures 5.10 and 5.11
display the results of the yaw for the left and right cameras, while Figures
5.12 and 5.13 display the results of the tilt for the left and right cameras,
respectively. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 display images from the tracking results
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Figure 5.10: Yaw estimation of face tracking from left camera
from the single (top) and multiple (bottom) camera models from the right
and left cameras, respectively. In addition to these results, video sequences of
two-camera and three-camera tracking that visually display the advantages of
our multiple camera method over single camera tracking may be found on our
web page [33].
Table 5.1 displays the mean squared error (MSE) and mean absolute
error (MAE) of the pan and tilt angles comparison between the single camera
and multiple camera models of the left and right cameras.
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Figure 5.11: Yaw estimation of face tracking from right camera
Table 5.1: Comparison of mean squared error (degrees squared) and mean
absolute error (degrees) of pan and tilt between single and multiple camera
models
Model Rotation Camera MSE MAE
single pan left 21.8 4.2
pan right 300.5 13.9
tilt left 18.8 3.5
tilt right 224.4 11.2
multi pan left 14.0 2.9
pan right 23.2 3.8
tilt left 13.9 3.2
tilt right 17.7 3.3
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Figure 5.12: Pitch estimation of face tracking from left camera
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Figure 5.13: Pitch estimation of face tracking from right camera
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5.3.2 Pose Estimation from Occluded Cameras
In each of the experiments, the cylinder is initialized manually by ad-
justing the size and position of the cylinder on the face in the first frame of
the video sequence and then adjusting the pose to match the pose of the face.
The rotation and translation parameters between the cameras are then used
to refine the initialization so that the cylinder is initialized in an acceptable
position for all cameras.
For these experiments, two video sequences of an individual was ob-
tained from three cameras. The first video sequence was used to estimate the
threshold for detecting occlusion and then towards the end of the sequence an
occlusion in camera 3 is presented. In the second video sequence, an occlusion
is presented in camera 2. In our multi-camera system, camera 1 is the center-
most camera, camera 2 is the right-most camera, and camera 3 is the left-most
camera. To generate ground truth, a checkerboard pattern was placed on the
head of the subject and OpenCV [11] was used to obtain the rotation vector
of the checkerboard in each frame.
Figures 5.18, 5.19 and 5.20 display the results of the yaw for cameras
1, 2 and 3, while Figures 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23 display the results of the tilt for
cameras 1, 2 and 3, respectively. In each of the plots, a camera that has lost
track of the face is denoted by a constant value for the pose after the track is
lost. An instance of this is apparent in Figure 5.23 where the single camera
has lost track of the face in frame number 300. In addition to these results, we
will submit the video sequences of three-camera tracking to visually display
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Table 5.2: RMS error between estimated pose and ground truth for yaw (de-
grees)
Camera Method Sequence 1 Sequence 2
1 Single 5.28 3.49
Multi 6.52 24.93
MultiOcc 4.27 4.74
2 Single 13.46 6.67
Multi 6.44 7.78
MultiOcc 3.89 1.10
3 Single 4.96 6.44
Multi 4.05 24.98
MultiOcc 3.45 4.66
the advantages of our multiple camera method over single camera tracking.
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 display the root mean squared error (RMS) of the
pan and tilt angles comparison between the single camera (Single), multiple
camera (Multi) and occlusion robust multiple camera (MultiOcc) tracking of
the multi-camera system. The RMS value was computed for each camera and
method using the least number of frames that were successfully tracked for
all three cameras. For example, in sequence 2, camera 2 is unable to track
the face past frame 71. Therefore, only frames 1 through 71 were used for all
three cameras in the RMS calculation. Therefore, the RMS values unfairly
penalize the occlusion robust multi-camera face tracking method when the
single camera tracking has failed.
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Table 5.3: RMS error between estimated pose and ground truth for tilt (de-
grees)
Camera Method Sequence 1 Sequence 2
1 Single 8.22 3.72
Multi 8.57 6.77
MultiOcc 8.36 3.42
2 Single 16.43 3.53
Multi 7.95 4.81
MultiOcc 8.20 3.96




A real world application of the full-motion recovery of the face from
multiple cameras is in face recognition. Using the methodology similar to that
in [37], we show that face recognition may be improved using the multiple
camera model when compared to the single camera model. This is intuitive,
since a better face tracking result should produce images more suitable for
recognition in a traditional frontal face still image face recognition system.
Face recognition in our experiments is performed in the following man-
ner for our two camera video sequences. First, the face is tracked using the
single camera model and the multiple camera model in both video sequences.
Figure 5.14 and 5.15 display example images from the tracking result used
from one subject of our database. Each frame in the face tracking sequence
produces a cylinder texture map of the face which provides as much of a frontal
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view of the face as possible with the 3D cylinder model. This resulting cylinder
texture map is then cropped and used for recognition. An example of such an
image is shown in Figure 5.16. Eigenfaces [79] is used for it’s simplicity as a
benchmark algorithm to test our methodology, but any still face recognition
method may be used.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.14: Cylinder tracking result for single (a & b) & multiple (c & d)
camera motion from second (right) camera
Our data consists of 100 frames per subject from a video sequence of




Figure 5.15: Cylinder tracking result for single (a & b) & multiple (c & d)
camera motion from first (left) camera
subject was used for training and the remaining data was used for testing.
The results from our face recognition experiment are in Table 5.4.
The columns labeled “none” and “mindist” refer to whether or not the
results from the two cameras were combined and how, as described in [37].
“None” refers to using all of the images for face recognition regardless of their
source while “mindist” refers to using a minimum distance nearest neighbors
classifier to decide the face recognition result between two cameras at the same
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Figure 5.16: Example of face from cylinder texture map




time frame. In either case, it is apparent the multiple camera model produces
images that are more suitable for still face recognition.
5.4 Discussion
The motion of a face as viewed from multiple cameras intuitively gives
more information than that of a single camera. Using this information explic-
itly, we have formed a model for full-motion recovery of the face from multiple
cameras. This multiple camera model outperforms the single camera model in
pose estimation and face recognition.
In regards to pose estimation from the unoccluded cameras, the mul-
tiple camera model provided results closer to ground truth than the single
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camera model. The results reported in Table 5.1 clearly display the overall
increase in robustness of the tracking result when using the multiple camera
model over the single camera model. It is worth mentioning that the right
camera produces more error in pose estimation than the left camera (as in
Figures 5.11 and 5.13) because the initialization of the cylinder is performed
on an image of a nonfrontal face, as seen in Figure 5.14(a).
In regards to pose estimation from occluded cameras, it is clear from
the results of the pose estimation plots and the RMS error of each method
with ground truth that the occlusion robust multi-camera face tracking is far
superior to the single camera method. In both sequences there is at least one
camera that loses track of the face with single camera tracking. In sequence
2, even the multi-camera face tracking method has trouble with the occlusion.
It is important to note that when the multi-camera face tracking approach
fails, it loses track of the face in all three cameras since they are all connected
by a single motion calculation. However, by explicitly handling occlusion, the
cameras work together to maintain a robust tracking of the face in the proposed
method. Although our pose estimation experiments are shown with two and
three cameras, the methodology may easily be extended to any number of
cameras.
It is clear from the face recognition experiment that the multiple camera
model produces images that are more suitable for still face recognition and thus
improve the accuracy of the recognition result. It is worth noting that in this
experiment, the video sequence was chosen so that the single camera model did
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not lose track of the face to provide a fair comparison of the quality of image
that is produced for face recognition between the two methods. Obviously, if
the single camera model loses track of the face, the recognition results would
suffer greatly. This is seen most easily in Figure 5.17, where the masked texture
produced from the single camera tracking (Figure 5.17(e)) is not suitable for
face recognition (and is incorrectly labeled by our face recognition system)
while the texture from the multiple camera tracking of the same frame (Figure
5.17(f)) is recognized correctly by our face recognition system.
5.5 Summary
A novel approach to robust object tracking by full-motion recovery
from multiple cameras is presented. This approach builds on the single cam-
era model by explicitly including the motion from multiple cameras into a
joint motion calculation. The proposed occlusion robust multi-camera face
tracking method has been shown to be robust to self-occlusion and full face
occlusion and significantly outperforms the single camera tracking from each
of the cameras. The multiple camera full-motion recovery model improves face
tracking over a single camera as is shown in our experiments on pose estima-
tion and face recognition. Future work on this topic includes improving the
face tracking by including more cameras in our system, applying the motion





Figure 5.17: Cylinder tracking result for single (a) & multiple (b) & camera
motion, the extracted textures (c) & (d), and the masked images used for face
recognition (e) & (f), respectively
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Figure 5.18: Yaw estimation of tracking sequence 1 from camera 1
Figure 5.19: Yaw estimation of tracking sequence 1 from camera 2
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Figure 5.20: Yaw estimation of tracking sequence 1 from camera 3
Figure 5.21: Tilt estimation of tracking sequence 1 from camera 1
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Figure 5.22: Tilt estimation of tracking sequence 1 from camera 2
Figure 5.23: Tilt estimation of tracking sequence 1 from camera 3
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Figure 5.24: Yaw estimation of tracking sequence 2 from camera 1
Figure 5.25: Yaw estimation of tracking sequence 2 from camera 2
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Figure 5.26: Yaw estimation of tracking sequence 2 from camera 3
Figure 5.27: Tilt estimation of tracking sequence 2 from camera 1
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Figure 5.28: Tilt estimation of tracking sequence 2 from camera 2
Figure 5.29: Tilt estimation of tracking sequence 2 from camera 3
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Chapter 6
Still Face Recognition with the
Average-Half-Face
The work presented up to this point of the dissertation has focused
on the problem of face recognition from video. As noted in the introduction,
advances that are made to the area of still face recognition may also assist in
solving face recognition from video. Another theme of this dissertation is fusing
information from multiple sources to improve the final result, whether that be
tracking, pose estimation or face recognition. In this spirit, we introduce
our work on the average-half-face which enhances the accuracy of still face
recognition by fusing the information from both halves of the face.
It is well known that the human face is inherently symmetric about
a bilateral symmetry axis. This symmetry has been utilized in many appli-
cations pertaining to face detection and recognition. The average-half-face
is one such utilization of symmetry and has been shown to be successful in
the face recognition task. To construct the average-half-face, the right and
left half-face are averaged together, assuming the bilateral symmetry axis has
been found. We present the results applying the average-half-face to two- and
three-dimensional (2D and 3D) face databases by utilizing several popular face
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recognition algorithms. Our results show that the average-half-face produces
a clear increase in accuracy in most cases. This finding may have implications
on storage and computation time for face recognition systems. Further, since
the success of using the average-half-face in face recognition may depend heav-
ily on the computation of the bilateral symmetry axis of each face, we present
an error analysis of choosing this bilateral symmetry axis and find that the
average-half-face is more robust to this choice than the original full face. Fi-
nally, we present a study to measure and analyze the symmetry of the face
and its effect on face recognition accuracy.
6.1 Symmetry of the Face
Several authors have noted the role of symmetry in nature [23, 25] and
particularly in human face attractiveness [41, 68, 78]. It is noted and often
observed that the “face is roughly symmetrical” [74]. Additionally, research
into using the symmetry of the face to assist with face detection and face
recognition has been previously studied. Chen et al . [17] developed a method
to automatically compute the bilateral symmetry axis (or plane for 3D data),
which is particularly useful in this research. The symmetry of the face is used
by Zhao and Chellappa [94] to detect and remove illumination effects in faces
to improve recognition with what they term Symmetric Shape-from-Shaping.
The use of symmetry has also proven useful to extract the facial profile for face
recognition, such as in [65, 90]. In [67], Ramanathan et al . perform similarity
measures between images of the same individual to study the affects of age,
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disguise, illumination and pose on the face using the notion of ‘Half-faces’.
Our work is different in that we seek to utilize the symmetry of the face in
a holistic manner for face recognition and to study the symmetry of the face
between subjects and the overall impact of symmetry on face recognition.
6.2 Average-Half-Face
The original inspiration for the average-half-face [34–36] is the sym-
metry preserving singular value decomposition (SPSVD) [72]. The SPSVD
is used in place of the singular value decomposition (SVD) when the data
contains inherent symmetry. Therefore, the SPSVD is used to reduce the di-
mensionality of data while preserving the inherent symmetry. When applying
the concept of the SPSVD to a 2D image, such as that of a face, there are two
steps to accomplish this. First, once the bilateral symmetry axis of the face
has been calculated, the image is centered about the bilateral symmetry axis
(usually the nose of the (properly oriented) face). This step will preserve the
symmetry and ensure that the two spatial halves of the data are near similar
(mirrored) images. Second, the face image is divided into two halves and they
are averaged together by first reversing the columns of one of the halves. In
our experiments, we do not desire a dimensionality reduction on the face image
or the average-half-face, so the step of performing the (SVD) on the image is
skipped.
As an example of the process of forming the average-half-face, Figure
6.1 displays the full face image, the left and right faces (after centering based
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on the bilateral symmetry axis), and the average-half-face of an image from
the Yale Face database [1].
Since these steps are independent of the face recognition algorithm, the
average-half-face can be seen as a preprocessing step. This allows for a direct
comparison of the use of the average-half-face with the original full face image
in face recognition algorithms.
6.3 Face Recognition Algorithms
Each of the six face recognition methods that will be used in our ex-
periments have been previously introduced in Section 2. Please refer to that
section for more information regarding these methods. We will be utilizing
the following methods for our experiments:
1. Eigenfaces (PCA)
2. Multilinear PCA (MPCA)
3. Multilinear PCA + LDA (MPCA-LDA)
4. Fisherfaces (LDA)
5. Independent Components Analysis (ICA)
6. PCA + Support Vector Machines (SVM)
The first five methods classify the test samples using nearest neighbors
with Euclidean distance while the sixth method classifies using SVM. For
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(a) Full Face (b) Average-Half-Face
(c) Left Half-Face (d) Right Half-Face
Figure 6.1: (a) 2D full face image; (b) its average-half-face; (c) its left half-face;
and (d) its right half-face.
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implementation of the SVM, we utilized the powerful LIBSVM library [14]
that uses the “one vs. one” approach to multi-class problems. We used default
parameters for our SVM, including a radial basis function (rbf) kernel.
6.4 Databases
Three face databases were used for our experiments; A: The Yale Face
database, B: The AR Face database, and C: 3D face database.
The Yale Face database (A) [1, 8] consists of a total of 165 gray scale,
frontal, 2D face images. There are a total of 15 subjects with 11 images per
subject representing changes in illumination and facial expressions. For each
of the algorithms, we maintained a consistent use of the database by forming
the training data from the first 8 images per subject and using the remaining
3 images per subject for testing.
We used images from 109 subjects (66 men and 43 women), each with
26 configurations from the AR Face database (B) [61]. The different con-
figurations consist of expression changes (such as neutral, smile, anger, and
scream), lighting changes, and occlusions. Two different sessions, each with 13
different configurations, were taken to form the database. We used the first 21
configurations per subject for training and the remaining images for testing.
We have additionally utilized a 3D face range image database (C) called
the Texas 3D Face Recognition Database (Texas 3DFRD) [29–31] acquired
using an MU-2 stereo imaging system manufactured by 3Q Technologies Ltd.
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(Atlanta, GA) by the former company Advanced Digital Imaging Research,
LLC, Friendswood, TX. The database consists of a total of 1126 images of 104
subjects. There are anywhere from 1 to 55 images per subject. We trained the
algorithms using a combination of 360 images from 12 subjects and a single
neutral expression from 104 different subjects. The test database consisted of
the remaining 662 images from all 104 subjects.
6.5 Experiments
In total, 18 experiments were performed using the six face recognition
methods and three face databases. In addition to these experiments, an error
analysis was done on the choice of the bilateral symmetry axis of the face.
6.5.1 Varying Algorithms and Databases
The parameters for each algorithm were kept constant between exper-
iments to maintain a fair comparison of each algorithm’s performance on the
average-half-face and the full face. Also, the images were centered for both the
average-half-face and full face recognition results. Table 6.1 summarizes the
results of our experiments. Each of the numbers in the table represents the
rank-1 accuracy rate for recognition, meaning that we report only the accuracy
of the closest match of the test data to a corresponding training sample. It
is crucial to recall when studying the table that the purpose of these experi-
ments is to compare the full face to the average-half-face for recognition, not
to compare the accuracy of the algorithms themselves.
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Table 6.1: Rank-1 accuracy results using the full face (Full) and the average-
half-face (AHF).
Database A B C
Yale AR 3D
Algorithms Full AHF Full AHF Full AHF
PCA 77.8 86.7 49.4 52.3 72.8 80.4
MPCA 80.0 93.3 59.4 57.6 81.0 81.3
MPCA-LDA 66.7 68.9 91.9 88.1 91.8 93.8
LDA 91.1 97.8 54.1 78.0 79.8 82.6
ICA 93.3 100 65.3 60.0 76.9 84.3
SVM 91.1 91.1 44.8 36.1 50.8 51.4
Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 display these results more clearly for each of
the three databases involved. From the results of Figures 6.2 and 6.4, we
can clearly see that the average-half-face outperforms the full face in every
method for the Yale Face database and the 3D face database. However, there
are mixed results shown in Figure 6.3 when using the AR Face database.
The best performing method for the Yale Face database was ICA with the
average-half-face at 100% accuracy. For the AR Face database, the MPCA-
LDA method was the best with the full faces at 91.9%. The 3D database
saw the best result of 93.8% accuracy with the MPCA-LDA method and the
average-half-face.
6.5.2 Bilateral Symmetry Axis Error Analysis
Finally, we performed experiments to analyze the robustness of using
the average-half-face with eigenfaces to error in choosing the bilateral symme-
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Figure 6.2: Accuracy of Full Face and Average-Half-Face on Yale Face database
(A).
try axis. Let us first note that choosing the optimal axis of symmetry amounts
to selecting the best vertical line in the image that divides the face image into
left and right halves of the face. We perform the experiments by choosing
the axis of symmetry of each image as a random (Gaussian) offset from the
optimal axis of symmetry. We accomplish this by centering a Gaussian distri-
bution at the optimum axis of symmetry with a mean of zero and variance of
5, 10, 15 and 20 pixels and sampling the desired offset from this distribution.
We present the results of these experiments in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.3: Accuracy of Full Face and Average-Half-Face on AR Face database
(B).
6.6 Average-Half-Face Discussion
It is abundantly apparent from Table 6.1 that regardless of the face
recognition algorithm used, utilizing the average-half-face with the Yale Face
database and the 3D database produces an equal or higher accuracy rate than
when using the original full face. This is not the case for every method when
using the AR Face database. For instance, when using the AR Face database,
the rank-1 recognition rates of the ICA and SVM methods are notably better
when using the full face versus using the average-half-face. The other methods
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Figure 6.4: Accuracy of Full Face and Average-Half-Face on 3D Face database
(C).
are very close in accuracy for the AR Face database, except for the Fisherfaces
(LDA) method which shows a drastic improvement for the average-half-face.
For the Yale Face database, the LDA, MPCA and eigenfaces (PCA) methods
perform 6 - 13% better with the average-half-face than with the full face. All
other methods with the Yale Face database are comparable, but usually have
better results with the average-half-face. The 3D database gives consistently
better results when using the average-half-face with a maximum accuracy in-
crease of around 8% with the eigenfaces (PCA) method.
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Figure 6.5: Rank 2 accuracy when choosing a suboptimal axis of symmetry.
At first glance, the results of using the AR Face database might give
evidence that average-half-face is inferior to the full face. However, there are
only 2 clear instances out of a total of 18 experiments that give evidence to
the full face producing a higher accuracy. Therefore, the average-half-face
is clearly of interest, especially since the data stored in the average-half-face
is exactly half that of the full face, yet the information stored may be more
discriminatory for face identification, especially in the case of the 3D database.
When considering a real world implementation of this algorithm, the
noise in choosing the optimal axis of symmetry warrants consideration. From
the experimental results in Figure 6.5, we can see that method of using the
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average-half-face with eigenfaces is very robust to noise in choosing the optimal
axis of symmetry. For most choices of the number of eigenvectors used, the
performance of the system using the average-half-face with a Gaussian variance
of 5 and 10 pixels is basically equivalent to using the optimal axis of symmetry.
This is very promising since choosing the optimal axis of symmetry for newly
acquired face images is not a trivial task. Even in the case of a variance
of 15 pixels, the performance is acceptable compared to the optimal axis of
symmetry. This result can be directly compared to the performance of the
same experiments applied to the full face. In other words, the error in centering
the full face is the same as the error in choosing the optimal axis of symmetry.
Figure 6.5 displays the results of this performance. It is obvious that using the
full face with eigenfaces does not result in robustness of centering the full face
incorrectly. Each increase in the variance of centering the full faces results in a
significant decrease in the accuracy of the method. This displays yet another
advantage of using the average-half-face in 3D face recognition with eigenfaces.
The computation of the average-half-face, given the full face and the
position of the middle of the face, is simple. Therefore, with a simple computa-
tion step, the accuracy of the majority of the algorithms tested was improved.
We believe that this gain in accuracy has it’s origin in the averaging opera-
tion, which produces a new face that contains a set of features that are more
discriminatory that those of the full face. More work must be done to verify
this claim and to complete the picture of the origin of this accuracy gain.
It is important to note that the results in Table 6.1 may not be the
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best accuracy possible for each algorithm because some of the algorithms’
parameters can be fine tuned depending on the training data set. We utilized
each algorithm to compare the accuracy of using the average-half-face and the
full face, since we were interested in their relative accuracies, not their absolute
accuracies.
6.7 Symmetry Analysis
The above research on the average-half-face clearly shows that there
may be an advantage in utilizing face symmetry to improve recognition accu-
racy. While promising, this work has led to several open questions. What is a
good feature description or score of the symmetry of the face? Is there a sta-
tistical significance between face symmetry and face recognition? We present
new symmetry scores of the face and use the scores to compare the symmetry
in several subgroups of a face database. A 3D face database is used to remove
the effects of illumination which should improve the reliability of the symme-
try score. We find a significant difference in face symmetry between the men
and women subjects in the database. The database is then partitioned into
most symmetric and least symmetric subjects based on the symmetry scores.
The average-half-face is utilized in our face recognition experiments to take
into account the symmetry of the face. Face recognition with eigenfaces us-
ing the average-half-face is significantly higher than using the full face in all
subgroups regardless of symmetry score. However, face recognition using the
full face does depend on the symmetry score and generally favors the least
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symmetric subjects.
6.7.1 3D Database Preprocessing
In our symmetry analysis experiments we have utilized a 3D face range
image database known as the “Texas 3D Face Recognition Database” [29, 30,
32]. As previously explained, a 3D range image is an image in which each pixel
represents the depth from the camera. The database consists of a total of 1126
images of 104 subjects. There are anywhere from 1 to 55 images per subject.
For the face recognition task, we trained the algorithms using a combination
of 360 images from 12 randomly chosen subjects. The gallery is formed from
a single neutral expression from each of the subjects and the probes consist of
the remaining images.
The images from the 3D database were preprocessed to be centered in
the image using the tip of the nose location and an oval mask was applied
to remove background noise. Additionally, preprocessing was performed on
the images to remove any asymmetric noise that was generated during the
scanning process, such as that shown in Figure 6.6 (a). An example image
resulting in the above preprocessing is shown in Figure 6.6 (b).
In Figure 6.4, we can clearly see that the average-half-face outperforms
the full face in every method used with the 3D face database. More infor-
mation concerning these results and how they were obtained can be found in
[34]. Hopefully learning the statistical differences between subjects within this
database will help to uncover the difference in face recognition accuracy when
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.6: (a) Example asymmetric face; (b) Preprocessed face
using the average-half-face for recognition.
6.7.2 Measuring Symmetry
Defining a measure for the symmetry of an object has been previously
investigated. However, it is difficult to find a measure that encapsulates the
symmetry of the face in a single number that is used to easily compare the
symmetry between different faces. Authors have defined symmetry measures
[64] that are useful for finding the symmetry of a single object in an image, but
are not useful in comparing symmetry across images and objects, or they are
not easily adapted for use with faces [22]. Some symmetry measures are based
on feature points on the face and the relationships between these points, such
as in [69]. However, these feature points are not readily available on every
face database and require manual supervision for reliable accuracy. We have
adapted one previous method for measuring symmetry, known as the density
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difference (D), from the authors in [56, 62]. The measure is formulated by
D(i, j) = I(i, j)− I ′(i, j), (6.1)
where I(i, j) is a pixel from one half of the image and I ′(i, j) is a pixel from
the mirror of the other half of the image. The resulting density difference D
is itself an image which displays the asymmetry present in the face. However,
we desire a single value, or score, for the symmetry of each individual face for
comparing the symmetry of many faces. Therefore, we define the following
scores:
• Sum of absolute differences (s-score)
• Symmetry proportion (p-score)
• s-score applied to Gaussian smoothed image (sg-score)
• p-score applied to Gaussian smoothed image (pg-score)






In addition to the s-score, we introduce a symmetry proportion score
(p-score) that is bounded between 0 and 1 and may give a better intuition for




i,j T (i, j)
N
, (6.3)
where T (i, j) is 0 if the absolute difference of the pixels is less than a certain
threshold and 1 otherwise and N is the total number of pixels used in the
symmetry score. In the experiments used in this work, the threshold chosen
was 10. From this definition, it is apparent that faces that are highly symmetric
will give a p-score that is close to 1.
Because these two measures are pixel based and therefore can be sensi-
tive to noise in the image, we also apply them to a Gaussian smoothed image
with a window size of 7 pixels and a sigma of 7 pixels. In the remaining sec-
tions of this chapter, the results of the scores on these smoothed images are
reported as the sg-score and pg-score, respectively. These two scores may be
less sensitive to errors from image alignment and the scanning process and can
be thought of as comparing 7x7 patches of each side of the face. Note that
the original s-score and p-score are essentially the same as the sg-score and
pg-score, respectively, if the Gaussian smoothing filter has a window size of 1
pixel.
6.7.3 Statistical Analysis
As previously discussed, we wish to perform statistical analysis on the
symmetry scores that we obtain from face images. For this work, we test sev-
eral subgroups as follows. First we would like to test if there is a significant
difference in the symmetry between men and women in the database. Sec-
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.7: (a) Most symmetric and (b) least symmetric subject from the
database according to symmetry scores
ond, we will use the symmetry scores of each of the subjects to partition the
database (including all subjects) into the most symmetric subjects and the
least symmetric subjects. This is done by using the average s-score, p-score,
sg-score and pg-score of each subject and then sorting the subjects based on
these average scores. The most and least symmetric subjects based on using
all four symmetry scores are displayed in Figure 6.7. We will first perform
tests for normality on each of the groups and then perform the appropriate
hypothesis tests.
6.7.3.1 Tests for Normality
We suspect that the samples of the symmetry scores will not be nor-
mally distributed because of the upper and lower bounds on the scores. How-
ever, it is necessary to establish whether the samples are normally distributed
so that the correct hypothesis test is chosen.
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The first test for normality is to plot the histograms of the samples for
visual inspection. Figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 display the histograms of the
s-, p-, sg- and pg-scores, respectively, for the samples of men and women from
the database. From the figures, it is clear that the distributions are not likely
to be normal. However, this is difficult to tell from inspection alone, so we
employ two statistical methods to test for normality.
The common Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [53] is first used to test nor-
mality. In all subgroups the null hypothesis that each subgroup (individually
tested) was sampled from a normal distribution was rejected with an α = 0.05.
Several authors, however, have noted issues with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test,
so we have also used the recommended D’Agostino-Pearson normality test [21].
The results of this test were the same as that of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test,
so we conclude that our data is not sampled from a normal distribution. There-
fore, we must take care in choosing the appropriate statistical test to discover
if there is a significant difference between the subgroups.
6.7.3.2 Paired Two Sample Hypothesis Test
As indicated in the previous section, each of the subgroups that we wish
to compare have been determined to not have been sampled from a normal
distribution. Therefore, we cannot use statistical tests such as Student’s t-test
to discover if there is a significant difference between two subgroups. We have
chosen to use the nonparametric Wilcoxon test [81] to test the null hypothesis
that two populations have the same continuous distribution. We have utilized
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Figure 6.8: Histogram of s-score from Men and Women Images
Figure 6.9: Histogram of p-score from Men and Women Images
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Figure 6.10: Histogram of sg-score from Men and Women Images
Figure 6.11: Histogram of pg-score from Men and Women Images
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Figure 6.12: Histogram of s-score from Most and Least Symmetric Subjects
Figure 6.13: Histogram of p-score from Most and Least Symmetric Subjects
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Figure 6.14: Histogram of sg-score from Most and Least Symmetric Subjects
Figure 6.15: Histogram of pg-score from Most and Least Symmetric Subjects
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Table 6.2: Wilcoxon Test Results
Men v. Women MostSym v. LeastSym
score h p-val h p-val
s 1 0.0097 1 <0.0001
p 1 0.0257 1 <0.0001
sg 1 0.0116 1 <0.0001
pg 1 0.0206 1 <0.0001
a Matlab R© implementation of this test to produce our results.
The results have been summarized in Table 6.2. The null hypothesis in
each of the tests is that the samples from each of the subgroups is drawn from
the same distribution with α = 0.05. A value of h = 0 means that we cannot
reject the null hypothesis. A value of h = 1 tells us to reject the null hypothesis
and conclude that the two subgroups are drawn from two significantly different
distributions. The p-value all of the hypothesis tests are also included for the
reader’s reference.
In order to better understand this result and why a test of this type is
needed, we have included the means and medians of each of the distributions
in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. In a comparison such as that of men and women in
the 3D database using the p-score, the means and medians seem quite close.
However, as observed from Table 6.2, the subgroups are significantly different.
6.7.3.3 Face Recognition Results
We have shown that the subgroups “men” and “women” within the
3D database are sampled from two statistically different distributions. Ad-
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Table 6.3: Distribution Means
Men v. Women MostSym v. LeastSym
score Men Women MS LS
s 4.4E4 5.3E4 1.7E4 7.0E4
p 0.873 0.859 0.963 0.792
sg 4.2E4 5.1E4 1.5E4 6.7E4
pg 0.874 0.856 0.968 0.788
Table 6.4: Distribution Medians
Men v. Women MostSym v. LeastSym
score Men Women MS LS
s 2.3E4 3.8E4 1.7E4 6.4E4
p 0.959 0.920 0.959 0.797
sg 2.0E4 3.4E4 1.6E4 6.1E4
pg 0.966 0.929 0.971 0.794
ditionally we have partitioned the database into most symmetric and least
symmetric subjects according to the average s-, p-, sg- and pg-score values of
each of the subjects. Now we will investigate the face recognition results of
each of these subgroups independently and compare their results using both
the original full face and the average-half-face.
The face recognition results are obtained in the following way using
eigenfaces and nearest neighbors as the classifier. Each of the steps below is
repeated separately for the full face and the average-half-face images. First, a
common “face space” is formed from a random selection of 12 subjects with 30
images each and all images, including gallery and probe images, are projected
into this space for recognition. The gallery is composed of 1 neutral image
per subject in the subgroup and the remaining images are used as probes.
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Therefore, low recognition rates are expected since each subject only has a
single gallery image. Nearest neighbors is used as the classification method.
The results from the face recognition on the subgroups using both
the original full face (FF) and average-half-face (AHF) are shown in Table
6.5, where the most symmetric and least symmetric subgroups are labeled as
“MostSym- ” and “LeastSym- ” followed by the type of score used for the
partitioning of the subjects, i.e., “s”, “p”, “sg” and “pg”. The fourth col-
umn of Table 6.5 displays the p-values from the two proportion hypothesis
tests which tests whether the differences in accuracy between using the full
face and the average-half-face are statistically significant. The second column
of Table 6.6 displays the p-values from the hypothesis test between the most
and least symmetric face subgroups using the full face, while the third column
displays the results when the average-half-face is used. From the results, it is
clear that the average-half-face outperforms the full face for every subgroup
involved.
6.7.4 Discussion
From the paired two sample hypothesis tests performed on the men
and women subgroups, as well as the most symmetric and least symmetric
subgroups, using the s-score, p-score, sg-score and pg-score, it is clear that
each of the subgroups are sampled from statistically different distributions,
as shown in Table 6.2. Therefore, one conclusion that can be drawn is that
the measures of symmetry are consistent. Another is that, for this particular
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Table 6.5: Face Recognition Accuracy on Subgroups
Subgroup FF AHF p-value
Men 41.7 60.5 <0.0001
Women 38.2 42.5 0.4336
MostSym-s 35.0 56.3 <0.0001
LeastSym-s 46.0 54.2 0.0264
MostSym-p 42.3 60.0 <0.0001
LeastSym-p 46.4 60.9 0.0023
MostSym-sg 34.3 56.3 <0.0001
LeastSym-sg 45.5 54.0 0.0218
MostSym-pg 33.0 58.2 <0.0001
LeastSym-pg 49.9 58.0 0.0393







database, the images of men are more symmetric than that of the women.
When comparing the face recognition results in Table 6.5 between men and
women, a similar difference is noted. When using the full face for recognition,
the men have a slightly larger recognition rate than the women, though not
statistically significant (p-value of 0.4419). The surprising result is that when
using the symmetry of the face with the average-half-face for recognition, the
men have a significantly higher recognition rate of 60.5% compared with the
women’s recognition rate of 42.5% (with a p-value < 0.0001). When comparing
the accuracy of using the full face with the average half face for men and
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women subgroups, only the result for men is statistically significant (p-value
< 0.0001).
Partitioning the database into most symmetric and least symmetric
subgroups with the symmetry scores produces clearly different distributions
as shown in Table 6.2 and in Figures 6.12, 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15. When using
these subgroups for face recognition, another surprising result is discovered.
The face recognition results are higher for the least symmetric faces than that
of the most symmetric faces when using the full face. This is potentially
explained by thinking of a simple example. In the full face images, features
that are present on only one half of the face, such as a mole or scar, are more
discriminant than features that are shared on both halves of the face, so we
might expect face recognition algorithms to perform better on faces which
are more asymmetrical. However, the results when using the average-half-
face are basically the same between the most symmetric and least symmetric
halves. Of course, in the case of both symmetry scores, using the average-
half-face is far more beneficial than using the full face. So, it appears that the
average-half-face is not biased towards the symmetry score of the subject when
performing face recognition and additionally provides a boost in accuracy to
both the most symmetric and least symmetric subgroups. As shown in Table
6.5, the difference between the full face and average-half-face accuracies are
statistically significant with α = 0.05, except for the women subgroup. From
Table 6.6, the difference between face recognition accuracies of the most and
least symmetric subgroups are significant only for the full face results.
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Therefore, when performing a face recognition task such as that de-
scribed in this work, performing a face symmetry analysis on the faces in
the database may help predict the face recognition performance when using
a frontal full face image. However, the average-half-face appears to result in
higher face recognition accuracy regardless of the symmetry inherent in the
database.
6.8 Conclusion
The average-half-face has improved the accuracy, over the use of the
full face, in 2D and 3D face recognition in the majority of our experiments. We
have also shown that the average-half-face is robust to noise when calculating
the bilateral symmetry axis of the face. These results are intriguing, but more
results are needed to fully justify it’s use in the recognition task.
Also, we have presented a statistical analysis of the relationship be-
tween the symmetry of the face and face recognition. We have introduced
new symmetry scores and used them to compare men and women subgroups
as well as most symmetric and least symmetric subgroups. We have found a
statistical significance between the face symmetry of men and women subjects
in the 3D database as well as differences in face recognition accuracy. The
least symmetric subjects produce higher face recognition accuracy than the
most symmetric subjects when using the full face. However, face recognition
accuracy is universally improved when utilizing the average-half-face in our
experiments over the full face.
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One direction of future work is to further analyze the source of the
accuracy gain of the average-half-face. We would also like to apply the average-
half-face to feature extraction methods, such as those using wavelets. As seen
from the results on the AR Face Database, further research into the affects
of illumination, facial expressions, and occlusions on the average-half-face is
needed. Further, identifying the most useful applications of the method in the
face recognition field would be helpful.
The ultimate goal of this work would be to create a correlation be-
tween the symmetry of the face and face recognition that could be used to
improve the overall face recognition accuracy, especially in the application of




Face recognition from video is a challenging problem. Many researchers
have contributed to solving the problem from various points of view. However,
an accurate and dependable solution has not yet been found.
We have presented four novel approaches to assist in face recognition
from video under the following assumptions. First, we assume that the training
data is a small sample size of still, mostly frontal face images. Second, the face
can be successfully tracked in a single or multiple video cameras using a model-
based method. Given these assumptions, we have successfully implemented
our solutions to the face recognition from video problem.
First, we provide a solution to the problem in which the full face of
an individual is not present in any of the frames of a video sequence. We
coarsely align the face patches to a face template and then stitch the patches
to reconstruct the face from a video sequence. We then use the reconstructed
face in the still face recognition framework.
Next, we provide a solution to the problem of face recognition from
multiple overlapping video cameras. The face is independently tracked from
each of the cameras and the face texture is extracted from each of the cameras
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simultaneously. Still face recognition is performed on the extracted face tex-
tures and we fuse the recognition results to obtain a significant improvement
to overall face recognition accuracy. We note that the cylinder texture com-
bined with the fusion of the recognition results attains the most accurate face
recognition result. We also introduce a confidence measure of the accuracy by
aggregating the results of the recognition within a particular video sequence.
We then present a novel multi-camera face tracking algorithm that
utilizes the multiple views of the face to calculate a joint estimation of the face
motion between frames. Camera occlusion and self-occlusion are addressed to
improve the tracking result and remove errors from the tracking process. We
demonstrate a significant improvement on the problem of pose estimation of
the face. Additionally, the face texture generated from our tracking method
is used to significantly improve the face recognition from video accuracy.
Finally, we introduce a still face recognition strategy to utilize the sym-
metry of the face in the face recognition process, which we call the average-
half-face. We present the results of using the average-half-face on several face
recognition databases and show a significant improvement in face recognition
accuracy over using the original full face. We also present an analysis of the
effect of face symmetry on face recognition in an attempt to discover why the
average-half-face is able to perform better than the original full face.
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7.1 Future Work
There are many opportunities for future work in the area of face recog-
nition from video. By referring back to Figure 1.4, we can see that an improve-
ment made to any one component in the face recognition from video problem
has the potential to improve the final recognition result. To this end, here are
the main areas we believe would benefit the research area most significantly.
First of all, the area of face tracking is extremely difficult and important
for the problem of face recognition from video. In our current rigid-model
based tracking approach, one deficiency in the method is the requirement
of manual initialization of the model on a single frontal face image. This
is a common requirement for this type of tracking approach, but automatic
initialization is desired for practical implementations. Also, improvements in
face tracking methods that are based on generic face models would have a
large impact. This is especially true if large pose changes could be handled by
a generic face model (such as AAM). Also, hybrid approaches could be used
to improve the tracking accuracy as well as provide additional face texture for
recognition.
Second, improvements in the area of face detection, especially for non-
frontal poses, would have a significant impact on face recognition from video.
The better we can detect faces and initialize the tracking of the face, the better
we can track the face and produce face texture that is suitable for recognition.
Third, more analysis is needed on the average-half-face and its applica-
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tion to face recognition. A clearer understanding of why the average-half-face
is able to outperform the full face in many face recognition scenarios is needed.
Also, further analysis of when to use the average-half-face is warranted. The
ultimate goal of this research would be to predict recognition result based
on the symmetry of the face and utilize the average-half-face to improve the
overall accuracy of the system.
Finally, we envision a system that is built from the components intro-
duced in this dissertation to perform automatic face recognition from multiple
video cameras and is capable of handling large variations in face pose, camera
occlusion and self-occlusion, and utilizes the symmetry of the face for improv-
ing the face recognition results. Such a system is the ultimate goal of this
work.
On a final note, the largest area of improvement in face recognition from
video is the availability of data, particularly multi-camera surveillance data.
There is no doubt that the explosion of 2D still face image data available to
the research community has had a profound impact on 2D still face recognition
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